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MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUARES.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
-it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E -SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on a third party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol

eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E -SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!

eg Studio 1

E -SERIES
control surface

www.wheatstone.corn
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88D I/O: 8 digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter
any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8 -channel
stereo or 16 -channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

88A I/O: 8 analog inputs and outputs. You can bring a new SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X -Y control.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

88AD I/O: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs-perfect for small
studios or standalone routing.
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88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E2 has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
RJ-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUARES have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

STUDIOS DONE EASY!
digital engine

8x8 I/O

8x8 I/O

standard
layer 3

< - - ->

digital engine

Ethernet
16x16 I/O

switch 8x8 I/O
< - - ->

Studio N
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It doesn't take
a genius to know

that being off the air
will cost you...
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Your tailored power solutions provider

Protect Your Revenue Stream with
Tailored Power Quality Solutions
from Staco Energy Products
For over ten years broadcasters have relied on Staco voltage regulators to keep thei digital transmitters

up and running. Now that proven reliability is available to protect your in -studio assets too!

Visit our web site-www.stacoenergy.com- to see our line-upof Uninterruptible Power Supplies, Harmonic

Filters, and other power quality products and services. Talk to us about your application requirements-
and we'll tailor a solution to keep you on the air-without breaking the bank.

UniStar P Series
6, 8, and 10kVA on-line double
conversion true sine wave UPS
 Systems are parallelable up to four (4)

systems for either redundancy or capacity

 Tower and 19 inch rack configurations

StacoSine
Active harmonic Filter

Features:

FIBSTLINE

Simple hardwire i/o conections
(6, 8, & 10 kVA units)

User friendly control panel
Precision power conditioning
Smart battery management
Remote communications and monitoring
Optional external battery packs for
extended runtime

10, 15, and 23kVA on-line
double conversion true sine
wave UPS
 208, 220 or 480Vac operation

at 60Hz

 Available from 208-480Vac
(600Vac consult factory)

 Wall mount and free
standing models

 50/60Hz

I

Visit our web site:
www.stacoenergy.com

.411,
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FIBSTLINE OC
The most comprehensive and flexible
power distribution solution available.

 Up to 96 protected branch
cir-..uit breakers.

 Three interlocked switches for true
wraparound bypass.

Features
Parallelable up to six (6) systems
for added capacity or redundancy

. Full -function spectrum analyzer
standard on all models
Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
controlled for extremely fast and
accurate filtering
Available in NEMA 3R and NEMA
12 style enclosures (consult factory)
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Waveform
after
correction

Waveform
before
correction

Staco Energy Products Co.
US Toll Free: 866-261-1191
Phone: 937-253-1191
e-mail: sales@StacoEnergy.com
www.StacoEnergy.com

Power Quality Solutions Tailored To Protect Your Revenue Stream
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Thousands of Customers
across America use Tieline codecs
for remote broadcasts every day.

The broadcast was wonderful
- Tieline's wireless 3G provided all
the benefits of a remote pickup
unit with bidirectional audio paths,
and a communications circuit.

4:410114
PI

Marcus Xenakis,
Director of Engineering and IT,
Clear Channel Radio in Philadelpiia

Watch a live wireless video demo right no-.
www.tieline.com/videos

Tieline
www.tieline.com 06:14 :11
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

FCC Moves Forward on AM MoM Modeling
The Federal Communications Commission has issued a second report and order and a second further notice of proposed
rulemaking for MM docket 93-177, which allows the use of computer modeling tech-
niques to verify AM directional antenna performance.

EAS Manufacturers Develop CAP Profile
The EAS-CAP Industry Group has released a draft profile to include CAP in the next
generation of broadcast EAS units.

Entercom Sacramento Names Rapalee as DOE
Rick Rapalee takes on technical duties for KCTC-AM, KDND-FM, KRXQ-FM, KSEG-FM, KSSJ-FM and KWOD-FM.

NRSC Website Adds Reports Reference
The resource posts studies and test reports as supporting documentation for the group's work.

Sony Intros HD Radio Table Unit
The XDR-S1OHDiP incudes Itunes tagging, an auxiliary input and 20 AM and FM radio presets. The XDR-S1OHDiP HD will
cost about $180.

NAB Names 2008 Marconi Radio Award Winners
Established in 1989 and named after inventor and Nobel Prize winner Guglielmo Marconi, the NAB Marconi Radio
Awards are given to radio stations and outstanding on -air personalities to recognize excellence in radio.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2008.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -30.

Enter by November 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.

-7"
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Survey: HD Radio Awareness on the Rise
Research from Mark Kassof and Co. shows an increase of
people who have heard of HD Radio, but it also shows that
misconceptions are rising, too.

Site Features
A New Look at RadioMagOnline.com

We revised our website last month with a new look and
improved organization.

Views of the 2008 NAB Radio Show
Look back at the recent convention with pictures from the
exhibit hall and sessions.

The Radio Forum
Have a question? Need assistance? Join the Radio magazine
Forum and network with other Radio magazine readers.

Podcasts Keep you Informed
The Radio Currents are also available as a
the latest installment every Monday morning.

Today in Radio History
Do you know what happened in radio history today? Access
our list and find out.

Fall Conventions and Conferences
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists all the up-
coming conventions and conferences this fall.

cast. Listen to
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Internal pop filter 

High output dynamic capsule 

Internal shock mounting 

RODE's 10 Year. Warranty 

Robust. all metal constructon 

Dynamic Micro tl hone 
The RODE Procaster is a professional croadcast 

quality dynamic microphone, specifically designed 

to offer no-conprimise performance for voice 
applications it the broadcast environment. 

Featuring a bight polar pattern anc tailored -for - 

voice frequency response, the Prccaster is perfect 
for every application where a great sounding, 

rugged microphone with superior ambient noise 

rejection is demanded. 

And like all other RODE mics i has an industry 

leading 10 year warranty. 

Ask your local RODE dealer for more information 

on the Procaster or visit 
www.rodemic.com/procaster 
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Still moving forward
on HD Radio

We just completed another NAB Radio Show, and once again the
nearly omnipresent thread was HD Radio. Despite the slow and
steady process of the HD Radio evolution, which has included

some bumps along the way, there have been some recent innovations pushing
the progress forward.

This past spring, one step in making the transition more affordable was an-
nounced with the introduction of the imbedded Exporter. While this isn't really
an advance in the technology, it makes these devices a more solid part of
the signal chain. The first CD players and VCRs were big and bulky before

being streamlined. The same is true now of the
exporter, and this effort shows a real commitment
to advancing this technology.

Another significant change for HD Radio was also
unveiled last spring when the idea of increasing
the level of the digital sidebands by up to 10dB
was announced. This is a significant change in the
system, and it has caused many stations to put their
adoption plans on hold pending the outcome. This
is understandable, since the choice of transmitter
and transmission method is not made with 10dB
of digital headroom.

The reason for the change in level is cited as
a solution to improve building penetration and
fringe coverage. Some sources have told me
the increased level is a compromise for the HD
Radio receiver chipset, which is just not sensitive
enough for the -20dB level. Regardless of the
reason, the question of digital carrier level has to
be resolved soon.

We are finally seeing some real uses of data for
HD Radio. Program -specific data is getting more
sophisticated, and traffic data is a current hot
button. In traffic, two groups, Clear Channel and
the Broadcaster Traffic Consortium, have their own
ideas of supplying traffic data. This is one area
that will make HD Radio new and different instead
of just being a replacement technology.

I see many references to programming offerings
for multicast streams. I see these tied to HD Radio,
but they are not technology advances. As stationsWhat's your opinion? Send it to

radio@RadioMagOnline.com plan to commence multicast operation, they obvi-

ously need something to feed these streams. Some
of these offerings are deep niche programming
(such as southern Asian or sports), while others
find a specific target format we already know
(deep tracks for example). They fill a need for
sure, but they could fall into the same trap of just
being another jukebox.
Adding conditional access to some of these

formats is an innovation that could ensure the
multicast formats are active listening choices and
not just more background sound.

All these new listening choices have stirred interest
in an electronic program guide (EPG). This is an
innovation that I look forward to seeing imple-
mented. Giving listeners an easy way to browse
all available content provides a service, but it
also puts all the programming on a level playing
field. Listeners can more easily find programming,
and stctions will also have to put more effort into
the programming. A never-ending title of "Hits of
the 80s" won't keep the listener engaged when
other choices are more savory. I see an EPG put-
ting pressure back on stations to step out of the
jukebox mentality.

The recent advance that I like the best is tagging.
While 'he Apple pod implements it only for HD
Radio, the newer app, the Microsoft Zune, has
implemented it for RBDS. This sounds like a step
backward, but if we can introduce listeners to a
technology today, they will already be using it

when it's added to HD Radio.
So while it seems like HD Radio is going nowhere,

it's obvious this is not the case.

8 October 2008



* No Matter What Your Politics...
ACCESS is YOUR Winning Strategy!

ACCEES
Put Comrex On The Line.
/WWI MS VW

Conventions' Journalists are Real -World Super Heroes

Once every four years, the two major US political parties roll out the red

irpet and prepare to officially nominate their party's candidates for the

Presidency of the United States. Journalists from all over the world are in

attendance, grabbing interviews as well as offering coverage and com-

mentary. It's exceptionally fast paced, dense with opportunities to grab

passing dignitaries or pundits and put them on the air. The best possible

way to be ready is to hove ACCESS and a huge number of them did.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular,

satellite, POTS (yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works

seamlessly with Matrix, Vector end Bluebox)-plus some services you

lay not have even heard of. Given the challenges of the public Inter-

net, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in Peal time

over most available IP connections.

Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS con help you

become a Real -World Super Hero - wherever you are!

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Toll Free: 800-237-1776 www.comrex.com  e-mail: into@comrex.corn
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Bullet-proof facilities
An internal due -diligence check

By Kevin McNamara,
CNE

While writing this article, Hurricane Ike is blowing into the Gulf of
Mexico, just 400 miles south of me and making its way to the Texas
coastline. While Ike had no impact on my location, it certainly

underlines the importance of being prepared for these types of events.
As part of the group charged with maintaining a broadcast facility, engineers

have the added responsibility to ensure the stations continue operating through
all types of emergencies. Having the ability to keep a usable signal on the air to
disseminate information to the public is the primary reason licenses are issued.
Serving in the public interest should be enough of a reason to keep a facility op.
erational during these events; but the station is also a business and it is in the best
interest of the owners to ensure continuity in the entire business operation. With so
much of a typical station's data residing on the hard drives of a server or PC, you

can lose in an instant what may have taken years to
create. The key is to have a plan, make sure every
employee knows the plan and his role, and create
an appropriate due -diligence checklist.

What is an emergency?
The term "emergency" doesn't necessarily need

to be a catastrophic situation. The Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency (FEMA) defines an
emergency as, "any unplanned event that can
cause deaths or significant injuries to employees,
customers or the public; or that can shut down
your business, disrupt operations, cause physical
or environmental damage, or threaten the facility's
financial standing or public image."

The agency also lists some of those events to
include: chemical, dam failure, earthquake, fire
or wildfire, flood, hazardous material, heat, hur-
ricane, landslide, nuclear power plant emergency,
terrorism, thunderstorm, tornado, tsunami, volcano
and winter storm.

The due -diligence checklist
If your station doesn't already have corporate -

wide plans in place, there are several approaches
to creating a comprehensive plan.

Your checklist should take into account two gen-
eral situations: 1) Planning for the emergency -This
will serve as the guideline and standard operating
procedure for the company's plan to mitigate a
potential situation. 21 Creating a disaster recovery

plan - This will be the roadmap to getting the
business returned to a state of normalcy.

Things to consider
As with most businesses, broadcast facilities are

a collection of different systems and functions that
work together to create the final end result. You will
want to determine and list those functions and the
proper personnel to address the issues.

First, creating a proper plan is an entire group
effort; the planning should ultimately fall on each
core function, i.e. engineering (technical facilities),
IT (data programming and operations (traffic
billing, sales).

Each group should document its respective func-
tions, infrastructure requirements (i.e. networking,
applications, data files) personnel and other needs,
in as much detail as possible; this will form the
basis for establishing a plan.

Lessons learned from past events, whether good
or bad, can be extremely valuable. Many com-
panies will routinely perform root cause analysis
(RCA) when something goes wrong, which can
be a powerful tool when it comes to predicting
possible future problems.

Here are some items to consider:
Data storage- When/how often is data backed -

up? Where do the back-ups reside? How is the
back-up verified? Who are the personnel respon-
sible for managing back-ups? Is data backed -up
at sufficient intervals as to not disrupt the business
operation should a failure occur? How will data
get restored and who is responsible? Are network
servers available offsite? How is the data accessed
from the remote location? Since stored data plays
such a large role in any business, you should
always treat the location where the servers are
locatec as a data center.

Back-up power systems - Have you determined
the maximum run time that the studio(s), transmitter(s)

will operate on back-up power? Are the back-up
systems tested under load routinely? Are they
under a current maintenance contract? Are the

10 October 2008
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generator(s) sized adequately for the applica-
tion? Is the fuel supply adequate and filled -up? If
generators are diesel, has the fuel been tested and
polished if needed? Are network servers and other
critical equipment powered from back-up battery
systems? Are the batteries routinely tested and/or
changed? Is the battery back-up properly sized for
the application? Have you run a scheduled disaster
scenario to see how the system operates?

HVAC systems- Is thereon alternate method of cool-

ing/heating critical equipment? Is there a list of and
a plan to shut down non -essential equipment?

Microwave radio systems - Is there a back-up
method to transport data? If the station operates
multiple hop sites, have you evaluated the impact of
losing a donor site? Are these systems tied to back-up

power? In the case of multiple T 1 systems, what other

services are affected by a loss of equipment? How
do you control equipment at the remote site(s)?

Transmitter sites - Is there an alternate method to
deliver programming to the site? Is there an alternate

method to control the site? Is there a sufficient level
of monitoring to detect smoke, fire, water, etc.? Are
bock -up transmitter systems in place and operational?

Are all antenna switching systems routinely tested? Is

there a sufficient level of monitoring of transmission

line (VSWR) and ether antenna parameters? Are
proper fail safes in place and tested?

Studios - Is there a reciprocal plan in place with
other stations to support back-up operations in the
event of a total stud o loss? Can the back-up studio
be connected to the transmitter site remotely? If
audio servers are out of commission, how will
programming occur?

Personnel- Have you identified essential person-
nel? Does each employee understand his role and
responsibility in the event of an emergency? Does
the company have a plan to house personnel if
travel is restricted?

Other considerations - Be aware of potential
hazards such as flood zones, earthquake areas,
proximity to chemical/nuclear plants, high lightning
areas, fire prone zones, high wind areas, etc.
Much of the information you will need to identify
hazards specific to a particular location can be
found at www.fema.org and other websites.
While it is nearly impossible to predict those
unforeseen situations with 100 percent accuracy,
the implementation and follow-through of a written
plan befcre a disaster strikes is essential.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Cape
Coral, FL.
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On your RADIO or At your DESK
INFORMATION  EDUCATION  THERAPY

thiritilledia Broadcasting Network
"Bring Our Communities
Together One Community
at a Time

flew Syndicaten
Programming

Coming Soon!
 THE SPINN OFF (Weekends Live Hip-Hop/R&B

Program Sat & Sun)

THE STAR & BUC WILD PROGRAM

(Morning Program)

www.umbn.net

Corey
a David

r WATER COOLER MOMENT

Rot, Unfiltered, with a Keeplif it Real Finish
Honda i - Friday 8 -11am EST
1 -866 -53 -Ryan B (537-9262)

K GOD 4 HIP HOP

Bring she Church & the Streets Together
Weekends Saturday 6 -8 pm EST

you POINT"

Real Urban Snorts Talk the Way you Want 11
Monday - Friday 6 -9 pm EST
1-871-767-8792

Check your local stationslisting or visit the website
Become an affiliate today by caging: 1-888-721-1522 or 404-201-2159
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New language
for advertising contracts By Harry Martin

Effective July 15 the FCC amended some of its rules, policies and ap-
plication forms in an effort to expand the participation of minorities and
women in broadcasting, and to bar race and gender discrimination

in certain commercial practices.
One of the new policies requires broadcasters to add nondiscrimination

clauses to their advertising contracts. At renewal time, a certification will
have to be made in Form 303-S that all advertising contracts contain such
clauses. Not complying with this new requirement could result in delays, fines
or worse at renewal time.

Each broadcaster will be asked to certify in its

next license renewal application that: (a) the broad-
caster's advertising contracts do not discriminate on
the basis of race or gender; and (b) such contracts
contain nondiscrimination clauses. Its purpose is to
combat long -rumored practices in the advertising
business regarding "no urban/no Spanish" provi-

Dateline
Dec. 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Colorado,
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota

On Dec. 1, radio stations with more than 10 full-time
employees located in Colorado, Minnesota, Montana,
North Dakota and South Dakota must electronically file
their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term Reports (Form 397) with
the FCC.

Also on or before Dec. 1, radio stations licensed in the
following states must place their anrual EEO Reports
in their public files: Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana,
New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont
and Rhode Island.

sions which specify that commercials will not be
run on stations that feature such formats. While the
existence of such practices has not been conclusively

established, anecdotal evidence has fueled concern
for decades about the adverse effects such practices
could be having on minority broadcasters.

Unfortunately, the Commission declined to
provide, even for purposes of illustration, the

text of an acceptable nondiscrimination clause.
So exactly what language the FCC has in mind
is not clear. At least one public interest organi-
zation has circulated a model clause that, in

the organization's view, satisfies the new FCC
policy. The suggested contract language pro-
vides, in the placement and scheduling of ads,
and in compensating advertisers, there will be
no discrimination on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, or on account of
the language used on the air. It also includes a
separate clause committing the broadcaster to
periodic reports, notices to employees and train-
ing in nondiscriminatory policy compliance.

This type of clause is unnecessarily broad and
could potentially open the door to claims against
broadcasters who agree to the standards, and put
them in their advertising contracts, but subsequently
fail to follow through in implementing them. The
following sample notice appears to comply with
the new rule, although any specific language
stations decide to adopt should be cleared with
their own legal counsel:

Nondiscrimination Policy: [Broadcaster com-
pany name] and its Station[s] do
not discriminate in advertising contracts on the
basis of race or gender. Any provision in any
order or agreement for advertising that purports
to discriminate, or has the effect of discriminating,
on the basis of race, gender or any particular
language being broadcast, whether handwrit-
ten, typed or otherwise made a part of any
such advertising contract, is hereby declared
null and void.

In addition to adding such a nondiscrimination
clause to all new contracts, radio stations should
consider sending a mailing to existing advertis-
ers, ad agencies and rep firms, explaining the
need to amend current contracts to include the
new clause.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martinalhhlaw corn.
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NO WIRES. NO CABLES.

NO PROBLEM.

-

Your link to wireless solution
moseleysb.corn

;q

LINK 900D
License -Free data link delivers LAN/WAN
network and control where no wires or
cables exist.

Create your own data link to the transmitter site with
Moseley LanLink HS 900D.

RDS, transmitter remote control, off -premises servers,
surveillance video and IP phones can be implemented
quickly and cost effectively. In addition, email and
Internet can now be accessed on -site. Saving time
and valuable resources.

LanLink operates in the 9D0 MHz ISM band requiring
no license or frequency coordination. Duplexing into
your existing STL antenna system eliminates additional
antennas, tower leases and loading issues.

With LanLink, the explosion of innovative and money
saving IP based applications and hardware can be easily
networked into your transmitter site today.

Contact us to learn more!

NO MOO
Dave Chancey: (805) 968 962 ONO. On III 

Bill Gould: (978) 373 630  



/ TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

Ap olcations Deyonc
the man raciator

By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD

Trends in Technology usually covers
new technologies and how to make
use of them in our broadcast facilities.
Still, it's worthwhile upon occasion to

look at more common technologies to see
what the most up-to-date products are and
how they relate to common applications.
This article is about antennas we don't com-
monly think of for broadcast transmission.



Antiquated IP Audio

The Choice is Simple.

Next Generation IP Audio

Unfriendly & Expensive at $18,468*

Plug & Play & Auto -Configuring at $6.000

* System Specs 9 Analog Stereo I/0.9 AES I/0.2 Mic Level Inputs. 10 GPI/O. One Console Interface

A new benchmark for
IP audio has arrived...

the Logitek JetStream.
Everything about IP implementation has been getting less expensive and more

user friendly. It's time for the Radio market to catch up with this trend. The

Logitek JetStream represents the next generation of IP routing and networking and,

unlike the older stuff on the market, the JetStream is easy to set up and use.

Name a source and every JetStream on the network knows the configuration.

(Stow your computer after setup -JetStream doesn't need it.) Save space in your

already crowded racks - our two rack units accomplish the same functions as the

competition's eight units. Even better. JetStream is easy o i your budget - a single

10 fader networked studio costs less than $10,000 and a standalone studio is less

than $8,000. You can mix analog and digital sources in a 32 x 32 router for L nder

$6,000, and network units for larger routing needs. The JetStream has vLan

:apability for back-up STL, remote studio applications and long distance snakes.

J ETSTREAM (AIN!

Call 800-231-5810 today for more information
Logitek or to schedule a demo.

It's time for
the next generation.

The JetStream has the features you want in an
IP system:

Internal codec

Fanless convection cooling

Up to 32 audio inputs and outputs - stereo,
mono or 5.1, analog or digital. in a 2 RU package

Integral GPI/Os

Dual Gb network ports for easy. lowest latency
redundant networking

Audio confidence indicators

24 faders of mixing, assignable to up to
4 control surfaces

Profanity delay, silence alarms, input metering
and mic processing

Automation protocols (no. you don't need

sound cards)

Auto configuring mix: VLAN tagging. DHCP. DNS.

MADCAP. AutolP, MDNS. DIFFSERV, SIP. SDP

StudioHub+® compatible for easy installation

....and more!

www.logitekaudio.com
2008 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.



/The Kathrein/
Scala CLFM is
a log -periodic
covering the
entire FM band.

Kathrein/Scala's YA7-FM
can be mounted in either
polarity, but has less front -
to -back or front -to -side
ration than the CLFM.

Application 1: off -air reception
There are many reasons you may need

to improve or otherwise change off -air
reception at your studio facility: Perhaps
you've been made into a cluster with
another transmitter site in a different direction;
perhaps you are assembling a new facility all
together; or perhaps you want to add something as
simple as TV reception. (After all, what jock doesn't
like TV in the studio?)

The best kind of receive antenna for off -air reception is
one with good directionality and some amount of gain. The
reasons are simple: mitigation of multipath. The directional
characteristics of most yagi-type or log -periodic types of
antennas have very high front -to -side ratios and front -to -back

ratios. This means they effectively reject signals that intercept

that antenna from its side or back. When you orient this
type of antenna at your transmitter site, you emphasize the
signal coming from that direction, while de-emphasizing
signals coming from all other directions - and that
includes multi -path reflections.

Probably the most well-known manufacturer of
antennas for this application is Kathrein/Scala.
If you have the space and a strong enough mount on
the top of your building then you may want to con-

sider the CLFM, which
is a log -periodic

covering the en-
tire FM band
with 7dB of gain

over a dipole, and
a front -to -back ration

of 25dB (front to side even
higher). It comes in 501/ and

750 versions, and can be
mounted in either horizontal
or vertical polarity. If space
is a consideration you may
want to go with the YA7-FM
instead. This antenna has the
same gain as the CLFM but

not nearly as good of a
front -to -back or front -to -
side ration. The YA-7FM
can also be mounted in
either polarity.

For off -air TV recep-
tion you may also want
to consider Kathrein/
Scala. For low -band VHF,

consider the CL-26HCM
(channels 2 through 6);
the HDCA-10 (channels
2 through 13) or the
CL -1469 for the entire
UHF band.

After you install the
antenna and orient it
correctly the last thing
you want to do is to
run low -quality coax

Kathrein/Scala
CL-26HCM

for low -band
VHF reception,

channels 2
through 6.

The Kathrein/Scala
HDCA-10 is a low -
band VHF receive
antenna covering

channels 2-13.

to the receiver(s). By
low -quality I mean cable
with excessive loss and/or poor shielding
characteristics. (Remember this is a critical
application that will hopefully only be in-
stalled once and provide years of service.)
One possibility is Belden 1694A. This is for
7552 applications, and you would need to
choose the black (PVC) jacket for outdoor
applications. Another possibility is from a
company you should know about if you don't already:
Times Microwave. Its cable for this application would
be LMR-400-75. Both of these cables exhibit low -loss
and beer than 90dB of shielding.

Once you have delivered those off -air signals to
your technical center, you'll likely have to split them
in some way. (After all, you probably have multiple
stations and you may have an HD Radio station or
two or three.) Resist the temptation to use multiple
BNC tees to split that signal. Instead, investigate the
product line from Mini -circuits. Mini -circuits makes a
wide line of passive RF power dividers: You decide
on the number of output ports, the impedance of those
ports and the connector type.

The cool thing about these passive power divid-
ers is that you can also use them to add RF signals
together. Just keep in mind that they exhibit the same
loss whether or not you use them to divide or add
signals. (For example, a four-way divider has slightly
more than 6dB loss per port; if you use them to add
RF signals, each signal going from output to input will
still be weaker by 6dB).

Likely you will need a receive antenna to capture the
National Weather Service or other VHF/public service
channels. At least a couple of good options exist. You
could consider the Kathrein/Scala K51262 or a Marti
Electronics NMO-150K.
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IP DUAL AUDIO CODEC

 Based on Suprima: Includes
many of the same features

 4 -channel input mixer
with line/mic levels
and phantom power

 Lightweight & rugged design

upi/144/t
UP TO 14 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 3U RACK

 Includes LAN, ISBN U & STY,
and X.21 interfaces standard

 Auto backup to ISBN from
IP or X.21

 Built-in Web Browser for
control and monitor from
remote locations

 Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included

Re tvii/voil,
PORTABLE IP & ISDN CODEC

A5uriA0474X-1u
UP TO 4 IP AUDIO CODEC5 IN A 1U RACK

 I5EIN/X.21 modules available for automatic back-up
 Each module is hot-swappable
 Redundant Power Supplies
 Fully loaded with every available algorithm included
 No additional components or options are required to
meet your needs
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670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
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Sex Antenna

The K51262
is Kathrein/

Scala's option
for capturing
the National

Weather
Service or

other public
service

channels.

Application 2:
Studio -to -transmitter link

Hopefully your facility has 950MHz
band aural facility licenses. If so, you
have quite a few options available to
you as far as antenna suppliers go. One
manufacturer practically camouflaged
by name changes is row known as
Gabriel (formerly Mark or Mark/CS!).
Its standard products have been the 4',
6' and 8' grid -dishes (model numbers
P-9A48GNU, P-9A72GNU and P-

9A96GNU respectively). Marti
electronics offers the SC -

48, another 4 -foot
fully parabolic
grid -dish. If you

have a shorter hop or
less of a need for the high amount of di-
rectionality afforded by the fully -parabolic
antennas you could consider the Kath

rein/Scala antennas: the PR -950B or
even the mini-flector (MF950B).

There is much more to this topic though. If you
have a cluster of stations, with several licensed
STL channels, all pointing at the same target, do
you really need a transmit antenna for each? Or,
say you make use of a two -hop system with an

The Kathrein/Scala PR -9508 is for
those who have a shorter hop or less
directionality for a studio -to -transmitter link.

intermed.ate point. Are you charged for each antenna
separate y? If so you may want to consider an STL
transmitter combiner. Get to know EMR Corporation.
One example of its transmit combiners is the 66522,
a two-way combiner. Insertion loss is no more thcr

A new standard for broadcast microphones.

It all starts at the microphone.
www.heilsound.com
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2.4dB (make sure you include that loss in your
path analysis and on your 601) and minimum
transmitter separation is 500kHz.

One STL transmitter manufacturer sells a
system that makes use of a duplexer, which
is basically an array of filters that allows you
to use one antenna for both receiving and
transmitting. You could run with that same
idea: Say for example you want to locate your
own 900MHz ISM band transceiver at your
transmitter site and another at the studio site.
Another idea is the locating of an RPU receiver
at your transmitter site, and backhauling the
audio of same to your studio via a part 101
radio link. EMR makes duplexers that would
allow you to assemble systems such as these:
for example, the 66542. (Of course you would need
one per end).

Maybe you've decided to use the 2.4 or 5.8GHz
ISM bands to pass data back and forth to the transmitter
site. If so I'm going to assume you're putting together
a rugged system, and for that reason you would prob-
ably want to at least consider Andrew as your antenna
maker. For the 2.4GHz band you could chose the
19T -2440E-1; it's only 15" in diameter and generates
19dBi of gain (make sure you adjust your transmitter
TPO accordingly). For the 5.8GHz band one option
would be the 23T -5800E-1.

Andrew's 19T -2440E-1 is only
15" in diameter and generates
19dBi of gain.

Application 3:
Remote
broadcasting

Even with the recent
proliferation of IP codecs
there are still plenty of The 23T -5800E-1 is Andrew's
reasons to talk about opticn for the 5.8GHz band.
the good old-fashioned
450MHz RPU systems.

Most man-made electrical nose o I iiILo y puiuNzed,

as it turns out, and most users in the 450MHz RPU band
use vertical polarity since it's just easier. However, if you

Continaztai e7.zettonie6

802E' Digital Exciter
 Internal Embedded Exporter option

(fully integrated HD solution in a single box)
 Unique fully -adaptive, real-time, pre -correction
 Software selectable HD power levels of -20dB,

-10dB, (or any power level in between)
 Hi -Res color LCD screen

for maximum clarity and accuracy
 Built-in stereo generator
 Built-in audio delay (up to 16.4 seconds)
 Multiple AES3 inputs
 Standard composite input
 Two baseband SCA inputs

(4#Radio
Licensed Manufacturer

800Ex' Embedded Exporter
 Based on Embedded DSP technology

(more accurate aid reliable HD Radio®)
 No hard drive or unreliable OS

(incredibly fast and stable)
 Compatible with IP based STL systems

(unidirectional or bidirectional)
 Uncompromised reliability when used with

Continental 802Ex

Special Pricing
for NAB Members

(*) No GPS Required when used together

More cool stuff... from the creative minds at Continental Electronics
www.contelec.com salesrd)contelec.com (214) 381-7161
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want to minimize noise pickup and interference from other
users, one of the best ways is to use horizontal polarity in
your RPU system. Fortunately Marti makes a horizontal,
omni-directional antenna that can be used as the base
station antenna: the HA450. This antenna comes with 1,
2, 4 or 8 bays. Even at 450MHz the HA450-8 is big: the

Marti's YC Series develops 10dB of gain and can be
physically oriented in either polarity.

aperture is 14.5 feet. At the same time, it develops 8.5dB
of gain over a dipole. On the transmit end you have lo -s
of choices as well for an antenna, but at least consider
the Marti YC series because it develops 10dB of gain,
and can be physically oriented in either polarity.

Wireless microphones are a big part of many sta-
tions' remote broadcasts. What better way
to mingle in the crowd? There isn't much you
can do about the transmit antenna, since it

hangs off the bottom of the handheld mic or is
otherwise integrated. All you can really do to
optimize performance of a wireless mic system
is -o increase the antenna gain on the receive
antenna. (Avoid using the little antennas that
come with the system when you buy it - that is
if you want to get out more than about 50'.)
Here you have quite a few options. Lectrosonics
makes the ALP series. For example, the ALP620
covers the entire 450 to 850MHz band, with a
gain over a dipole of 4dB. (Remember that the
front -to -side and front -to -back ratios are high on
a LPDA such as this; that helps mitigate interfer-
ence and multi -path effects). Output impedance
is 50 ohms. Some stations like to set up wireless
systems so their jocks can go way, way out in
the crowd, or maybe do spontaneous man -on -
the -street segments in front of the station or at
some other regular spot. In this event you may

END2END

Optimod.FM 5306 , and and two -band Optimoc processing into a
single rack unit package and brings it to you at the most affordable price ever. Quality
sound is what 5300 is all about -sound that attracts audiences by providing a polished.
professional presentation regardless of format and source material

Three Processors in One. The Orban 6300 is a high -quality, multipL rpose stereo audio
processor for digital radio, digital television. netcasts, STL protection. satellite uplink
protection, and digital mastering

O

Orban's a.. :-AM audio processor can help you achieve the high.
est possible audio quality in monophonic AM shortwave, medium wave and long wave
broadcasts. Optimod-AM delivers louder, cleaner, brighter, FM -like a,;,1,ra '..nth an men
atique-Ma quality that attracts listeners and holds them.

INC
U 10.0"/ wr (1101,1 .A010,

Contact SCMS at any of its offices 1-800-438-6040 www.SCMSinc.com
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want to permanently install an antenna that points u:
that spot. Consider then something like the Kathrein/
Scala CL1469B. This is a fairly large log -periodic an-
tenna, made to be outdoors all of the time. It develops
8dB of gain over a dipole; 50 or 75 ohm versions
are both available.

Perhaps you want to avoid a directional wireless mic
antenna - not a bad idea, especially if the venue isn't
really that big. Morti makes a series of verticals that mount

to a mic stand - such as the PAV450

Lectrosonics ALP Series
including the popular ALP620

Kathrein/Scala's
CL -1469B is a
large
log -periodic
antenna
made to be
outdoors
permanently.

(covers up to 480MHz). Even this antenna develops 3dB
of gain over a dipole.

Any RF system that you design and assemble should
make use of an antenna optimal for the job.

Often times most of the effort placed in
an RF system design considers only

the gear that lives in the racks;
but with any RF system, it's crucial
to pay attention to the mundane
details: antenna types, connector
types, coax specifications. These
items make up a crucial part of
any radio station's infrastructure,

and if they are neglected, the system's

performance is bound to be degraded at
some point in time, whether from day one or at

some point in the future.

Doug Irwin is the chief engineer of WKTU-FM, New York City.

Harris is Committed to
People Technology

;ServiceZ

Broadcast Radio
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Harris is fully dedicated to broadcast radio. How do we demonstrate that commitment? By ensuring

that all our products meet the highest standards of reliabilry. By using best -ii -class processes to bring

innovative technologies to the market. By actively participating in the development of new technologi-

cal standards. And by prioritizing quality and responsiveness to customer needs.

ONE Company. ONE Direction. The Future.

For more information, please visit www.broadcast.harris.com/radio, call +1 800 622 0022 or e-mail broadcastsales@harris.com
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Plug and play your next installation
with Radio Systems Millenium Broadcast
Consoles now with StudioHub+ inside -
the Broadcast Wiring Standard.

/M!/lli,IIUifI111
AR1111111111111[

ANALOG Two inputs per channel with fully agile - mic thru
line sensitivity on every input  Soft touch, LED lit ultra -wear
rubber keypads  Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus

bus output  Up to four additional mix -minus outputs available
 Full metering and monitor section  Up/down clock/timer with
master sync capability  Complete GPI channel remote control
provided for all A & B inputs  Available in 6 / 12 / i8 / 24
channel frame sizes

DIGITAL AES / EBU or analog on any input channel  Mic
thru line sensitivity on every analog input  Soft touch, LED lit
ultra -wear rubber keypads Two stereo program buses
with TEL mix minus bus output  Ten fully programmable
mix -minus outputs - standard All outputs provided in
analog and digital simultaneously  LED VU or PPM meter-
ing and full monitor section  Up/down clock/timer with
master sync capability  Complete GPI channel remote control
provided for all A & B inputs  Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24
channel frame sizes

NETWORK Six IP audio Livewire channels with LCD selectors

 Local input channels with two inputs per channel / analog or
digital / mic thru line  Soft touch, LED lit ultra -wear rub-
ber keypads  Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus
bus output  Ten fully programmable mix -minus outputs -
standard AL outputs provided in analog and digital
simultaneously Full metering and monitoring  Up/down
clock/timer with master sync capability Complete GPI
channel remote control provided for all A & B inputs
 Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24 channel frame sizes



ANALOG is good. There are over 4000
analogM illenium consoles inservice today

and we continue to manufacture and ship

analog consoles every day. That's because these boards
are inexpensive, sound great (with specifications that
rival and exceed many digital designs) and have enough
features for many small and medium market applications.

For more demanding applications, our analog consoles
optionally can be equipped with additional mix -minus
outputs, distributed output busses and redundant supplies

making them even more capable and still a great value.
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Going DIGITAL is a process. Radio Systems

eliminates some of the stress with our no charge Digital

upgrade program. For the life of your console we will
swap any analog plug-in card for a digital one (or vice -
versa) allowing you to gradually transition your studio
to digital. And, from day one your Millenium Digital
console will output pristine digital audio to feed your
air -chain processor and produce up to ten fully con-
figurable mix -minus feeds.

reito

At Radio Systems,

is IP Audio
We've adopted

our NETWORK
by Livewire`.
this proven

multi -channel standard from Axia' and installed it in
our digital consoles. But we left local inputs as well to
create the perfect hybrid of stand-alone and network
capabilities. This way Millenium Network consoles
easily mix local studio sources and connect to all Livewire

enabled devices using standard Ethernet switches.
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StudioHub+R is the glue of our entire console line.
Use our award -winning CAT -5 wiring system to
simply and quickly plug any source into any con-
sole channel. Or, easily configure cus-
tom talent panels and even interstudio tie line
connections. And its value

doesn't end after the installa-
tion is over. RJ-45 connectors
allow new sources to be added
at any time and makes trouble
shooting easy.

6ot Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085  Phone: 856-467-8000  Fax: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystems.com

Livewire and Axia are registered trademarks of TLS Corp. StudioHub+ is a registered trademark of Radio Systems. Inc.





a I for Hip Hop &R&D
-41 anr,'

By
Jeff Smith,
CEA CBNT

Bringing togethe- five New York City FM radio stations with
long h sto-ies of being in their own studio space is no simple
task. Tie planning for Clear Channel New York City's move
began in 2005 when the first thoughts of consolidation

began to take shape. After searching many buildings in Man-
hattar,, a builiing in the trendy Manhattan neighborhood of
Trioeccl wcs c losen the NYC actions would occupy 120,000
squara fee- on the 2", 3' and calf of the 4th floors in the AT&T
building. Clear Channel Radio -New York also has space on
the 1' loo- that wil be built out as a 200+ seat performance
space. Thi5. building was Duilt in 1933 and for years served as
home to AT&T s long cable diviEion and was the spot where the
first transatlantic Ca ales came into NYC. This building offered
a great space that could be custom built to meet all the needs
of the five .tat ons and also offered all the technical facilities a
radio croup caulc reed.
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A Clear Consolidation
Tile concept

Once the contracts were signed, Meridian Design,
interior architects, began working on the design of the
space. Josh Hadden, director of engineering and IT
for Clear Channel Radio New York, had a concept of
consolidating five stations under one roof while allowing
them to each keep their unique identity and personality.
This was accomplished by giving each station its own
studio complex on the 3'd floor of the new building. These
studio areas would have their own entrance off the main
hallways and behind the doors, studios and programming
offices for the station would be built.

Construction started in April 2007 and an aggressive
time line was set. Luckett & Farley, project managers,
and Lehr Construction Corp., general contractors,
began with demolition of the 2^d 3'd and 4th floors.

The 2100 morning show has a small studio for production.

All of the studios have a dedicated call screener area, like
Z100's, which looks into the control room.

Connecting studio
facilities and
transmitters
By Dovg Irwin, CPBE AIVID

32 Avenue of the Americas is home to one of
several tinge Carrier Hotels in New York City,
and as E u -,t was an advantageous location
for our Endeavor. "The Hub" as it is known
has more tan 50 tenants, including AT&T,
Verizon, Cwest, XO, and :31Dbal Crossing.
Obviously this was an adiantage to us in
choosing 3 carrier for cur communications
needs it and out of the building. The Hub
itself is on the 24'" floor; and since our master
contro 6 an the ad, it was obvioJs that some
sort of heavy duty
intercomection
up tc the 'roof"
was called 'cr. Our
needs for the bu Id
were: a single T3
connection for our
Times Square link
(backup transmitter
site): a single T3
connection for oJr
ESB link (ma n
transmitter site); a
single T3 -or our
WAN connectivity:
an 033 (155
MBPS; to our ISP;
a single T3 for our
disaster recovery
site in New Jersey;
and finaly seven
PRI circJits that
would b'ira in our
toll -free numoer
calls from listeners
in the tri-liate area,
as well as cur business lines. Our 950MHz
STL transmitters (primary backups) would be
located on The roof as well: add to that all of
our cff-air monitoring for :he FMs. the HDs,
GPS and several of our EAS sources.

Director of Engineering Josh Hadden decided
there woud be no wirelines to the 24- floor:
everything was to be done via fiber. After
that decasion was taker.. Fe designed the
interconnection facilities around two separate
systems the Adtran Opti-6100 system, and
the Evertz 7700 frame (more on that below).
The Opt -6100 is basica4 a shelf into which
spec fic-knction modu eE are installed. The
system s ten made up cf two of the Opti-
6100 shelwes; one was to be located in MCR
and the complementary unit in our racks on
the 24" 'Icor. The two E1COs are configured

Ccritinued on page 28

1f L7

The transmission
rock is the hub
of feeds from the
station to their
transmitter sites.
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Professional Broadcast

PHEIEN101._ MOBILE
Multi -Function Portable Audio Codec

Professional Solutions
f s r emote Broadcasts

General features:

Portable Audio Codec with Ethernet
Connectivity for doing remotes

 Remote audio over any IP network,
right out of the box

 Accommodates two optional comms
I/O modules

 PSTN/POTS and ISDN TELCO modules
available now - more coming soon

Unique design features:

 User configurable digital mixer (cross -point

and summing)

 Analog mic and line inputs

 Dynamically processed analog inputs (DLPs)

 Mic phantom power

Additional features:

 Independent Main Program and
Coordination / Talk -Back channels

 Advanced use- interface & crystal clear
color display

 Optional high -Dower Li -Ion battery

 Built with ABS material and includes a
transparent protective cover

 Complete mobility: Use with shoulder strap
or place on a table top

 Compatible Wth most manufacturer's
codecs both it IP (N/ACIP EBU Tech3326)

and ISDN

 Superior performance at a very
competitive p -ice

AEQ - Professional Grade Audio and Communications Equipment

- Digital And Analog Audio Consoles And Routers
Wireless Transceivers For Radio And Television Remote Broadcasts

Applications Include Talk Shows, Muftiplexing And Multi-Conferencing

Professional Pocket -Sized Audio Recorders

 Automation Software For ON -AIR, Production, And News

Multiplexers, A/D Converters, Monitors, And Digital Commentary
Systems For Large Or Small Sporting Events

For prices and demos call:

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 web: www.aeqbroadcast.com
Tel: 1-954-581-7999 email: sales@aeqbroadcast.com



A Clear Consolidation

The main lobby outside the commercial production rooms

The master control room is visible through a glass wall.
By September enough construction was done to allow
Technet Systems into the space to begin the integration.
Technet engineers, Bob Smith, Lindsey Collins and Mark
Bizbee began the massive undertaking of pulling miles
of audio cables and punching hundreds of thousands of
Krone blocks. Soon after they started, the Clear Channel
Radio -New York engineering team (led by Hadden) of
George Marshall, Henry Behring, Doug Irwin and Jeff
Smith began working on studio and master cortrol room
(MCR) configurations in the new space.

The MCR is the core of the new facility, containing 65
Mid -Atlantic racks. The racks are laid in five rows, each row
with a unique purpose. The front row facing the windows
overlooking a main hallway contains monitoring equipment
including Belar Wizards, B&B Systems Phase Monitor
and Arbitron PPM monitors. The first row also houses the
six SAS 32KD router fames that are the audio core of the
facility. The router is SAS's largest install to date allowing

for 0012 operation and connected together
dia single -mode fibers (one in each diredion)
operating at 1310nm. Redundancy is a onmary
design conside-ation ii the Clear Channel New
York operation, so our complete system design
ncludes two sets of tha 6100s: one for :_ne
.vest riser, and .:ne for the east riser.

Each of the five stations makes use c-1 a
Harris/Intraplev DACS 9560 cross-con-ect
as the primary 3TL. Ir this way, one encoder
ooard (in this c:se a PT353) can have is
_encoded output (time:dots 1 through 2.1)
copied" and a so sent out via an additional

port on the DACS. Tha first port on the
9560 is used tc communicate with our main
transmitter site at the ESB; the copied port is
sent to our backup site at 4 Times Square. A
separate DACE frame is used to handk all the
five stations remote c)ntrols.

The T1 links from the DACS, meant for the
ESB, are connected to an Adtran MX2800 DS3
mux/demux. The DS3 ink from this par cular
MX2800 is connected :o the Opti-6100 /or the
.vest riser, and -iereaftr connected to - le 24th
floor. The T1 lin-s from the DACS meant for
Times Square ae sent to a separate M800,
and thereafter connected to the 24th flour via
the Opti-6100 E ssig ned to the east -rise-.

Each MX280C mulitplexes 28 separate Tls
though; and if you were counting, you only got
to six. Each transmitter site also has a separate
network (each of which is really iust a separate
subnet of the 1.:.xxx.xxx.xxx network used
nside the Clear Channel WAN). Quite a bit of
data makes its ray up to the ESB: RDE. MPS
PAD, and SPS PAD fo- WLTW (Lite FM) WHTZ
Z100), WAXQ P104-2) and WWPR (Power
105.1). The entie HD Radio data stream for
0/KTU gets to tie ESB over this same r atwork
ink. As you wo _Id expact there are many

computer workrtation: located at the BB as
- scatterec throughout our four different

transmitter rooms on three floors of the Empire
State Building (ESB). (Data requirements for
our 4 Times Square transmitter site are ghter.)
The link for eaci of the two transmitter
networks consists of 13 Tls bundled in no a
single PPP connection by way of two sets of
Adtran 5305 Rc Jters (one set for the EE 3 and
one set for 4 Times Square).

The actual pl- /we' links between 32
Avenue of the .;mericas and the two
transmitter sites are T3s provided by AT&T
on the 32 Aver ue of the Americas, an:
Verizon at each of the transmitter site ends.
',Obviously they meet up at one of the carious
central offices ocatec in Manhattan.)

The Evertz system I mentioned earlier also
consists of she"es in to which specific -function
modules are acided. L <e the Adtran sys-em,
the Evertz shelf n our MCR is connected to

Continued on pFge 30
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WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS

Z/IP: THE WORLD'S MOST RELIABLE IP CODEC
Just what you'd expect from a ZephyrTM

IP offers clear advantages with regard to cost, ubiquity, and mobility. But also, new challenges. That's why Telos

developed ACTT" - Agile Connection Technology. Working in concert with MPEG-ELD, the world's most advanced

coding technology, ACT continuously moritors the connection, adjusting the buffer and bitrate to compensate

dynamically for network conditions. It does so automatically and without audible artfacts to keep delay as low as

possible and quality as high as possible.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

Telos, ACV., Zephyr and Zephyr/IP are registered trademarks of TLS Corp 02008 All R.ght3 Reser,



A Clear Consolidation
for 3072 x 3072 audio. Other rows of racks contain the
56 RCS Nexgen computers, as well as, utility computers
for the studios, Vox Pro computers, Pro Tools computers,
the Telos 2101 Hubs, office network servers, office telco
and security systems. The MCR is truly the central core for
the facility and all audio and data pass through this room.
The MCR is also home to the 150kVA Toshiba G8000MM
UPS system that floats all critical systems. The facility is also

backed by a 2MW generator. The generator was bought
from Qwest Communications with very few hours on it.
That worked to the advantage of Clear Channel Radio -

New York because it was a solution that was already in
place in the building.

Studios
The 29 studios in the new facility were all designed around

custom furniture from Omnirax. The furniture was designed

The 14 racks house the audio storage and playback system.

Krone blocks form the heart of the facility infrastructure.

its complement on the 24' floor by way of
fiber. (All the modules mentioned below have
lightwave inputs and/or outputs, and are further
muxec/de-nuxecl together via 1705CVVDM
modules.) The Evertz system is extremely
flexible. Fcr example: We make use of a
7707A.T-8 module that carries eight separate
AES signas up to the roof. Audio processors
fed by AES drive our 950M-lz STL transmitters,
which in turn feed two separab 950 antennas
- one bca:ed on each of the two towers on top
of the ouilding (did I not say redundancy was a
primary component of the des gn?)

So even -hough we use two separate risers in
the bu lcling for our fiber runs to the 24`" floor,
and e.en tiough we have 950MHz radio links
as our primary backups, we st II considered
the possiblity that the roof micht become
discornec:ed somehcw from our MCR. For
this reason we opted to lease the modern-
day ecuivalent of 15kHz stereo lines from
Verizon (our local Telco). These circuits are built
around the Pulscomm PCAU End each of our
five statiors has a pair of trese lines to each
transrr lifer site - 10 pairs in all These make up
our tertiary STLs, and they are the only egress
from the building done at grould level.

32 A:A is only about 2.5 miles south of the
ESB (End just slightly farther f-om 4 Times
Square) and since our off -air receive antenna
is on top cf the building (525' AGL) you
woulc expect that the receive sicnal level
is quite good - and you'd be right. Using a
single Sca a CLFM we get about -10dBm per
came -from each of the 18 FM signals at the
ESB. I n order to meet our fiber only system
requirement, we used another Evertz module
pair - -he '707 IFTA and IFRA. This system
accep-s RI- over a wide bandwidth, converts it
to ligh-, runs it over a fiber, ani puts RF back
out the off er end. In this manner we're able to
get RF from our analog and HD transmitters
from the receive antenna on the roof, and to
the MCR. =inally, we make use of a set of
7707GPS modules to get our SPS signals
from the roof to MCR, where two Evertz
5600 MSC units feed a 5600ACO, providing
redundancy in the generation of all the clock
signals we need throughout e

The Clea- Channel consol dabon project in
New York is arguably one ci" the largest and
most complex projects ever taken on by the
compEny. The major design factors for all
inbound arid outbound communication systems
are the number of sites invclvei and a high level
of redundancy for each. A tremendous amount
of time and energy went in to the design and
implementation of the systems described, and
we anticipate the results will bEnet the stations
for years to come.

Irwin is chief engineer of WKTU, New York.
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MEAT & POTATOES WITH SOME
PRETTY CO_ LLS AND WHISTLES.

Finally, a super compact ultra -portable broadcast mixer that's perfect for

any job you want to throw at it. It's loaded with the staples big profes-

sional radio consoles have to ensure your shows come off without a hitch.

And unlike the big boys, it's got a bell and whistle or two that make it the

essential centerpiece part of any ad hoc studio.

Intuitive and easy to use, with large color -coded controls and bright LED

meters, it gives you superb audio quality with ten mic and line -level

inputs across six mixing channels for real versatility. And you can

seamlessly add a guest announcer with their own headphore mix with

our optional Multiphones MiniPod .

With its built in DA/AD audio codec via a USB port , simply

connect the SixMix to any USB-compatible computer and ycu're on the

air. Use your favorite software to serve up tunes or any recorded program

material through the SixMix. Push your program back to your computer

HENRY
NM

for recording or streaming. Need to send a separate feed to another PC or

server? There's even a dedicated 5/PDIF port to handle it.

Factor in its cue speaker and automatic monitor muting, mix -minus out-

put, comprehensive headphone and monitor systems, plus a wealth of

output options and it's clear to see that SixMix will transform your laptop

or desktop computer into a full-fledged professional broadcast studio.

SixMix. You're on the air.

Henry Engineering  503 Key Vista Drive,  Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA  T: 626.355.3656  a: 626.3s.00p  email: Info@henryeng.com

www.honryeng.com



A Clear Consolidation

Clear Channel NY SVP of Programming,
Tom Polman and Z100 DJ JJ press the
button to launch Z100 from the new facility.

and built in California and shipped and assembled in
NYC. Each studio area for the stations contains two mirror
air studios and some also contain two production rooms
and a mix studio. The facility also has three commercial
production studios, three imaging studios, three voice
tracking rooms and a studio for Clear Channel Creative
Service Group. The air studios have SAS Rubicon consoles,

the production rooms have SAS Rubicon SL consoles and
the voice tracking rooms have SAS Rubi-T consoles. The
three commercial production studios have Digidesign

Command 8 and SL consoles, and
the imaging studios have Digidesign
D -Command consoles.

The SAS 32KD and Rubicon
system allows flexibility at the

facility since audio can be avail -

Large signs clearly
identify each air studio.

Equipment List
Adtran Opti-6100. DS3M3T, OMM12VIRE.

DS1VM2, ETHM8 4, Netvanta 5305 router
Aphex mic processors
Ariane Sequel
Audic -Technica 4033
Electra -Voice RE -27
Evertz 7700 frame. 7707 BPX, 7707 IFRA/

IFTA. 7707 GPS, AT47-8, 7705 CWDM 3,
5600MSC, 5600ACO

Harris/Intraplex Digital Cross -Connect 9560,
PT353 2

Neog-oupe Neoscreener
Omni -ax furniture
RCS Nexgen
Sierra Automated Systems consoles and

system routing
Snapstream Enterprise
Symetrix/AirTools profanity delays
Telos 2101, Zephyr Xstream
Yellowtec Mika support arms

able anywhere at anytime. This allows for very easy
Switching of studios for any reason. It also allows for all
the logic to be handled relatively easily. The SAS talks
to Nexgen for start/stop logic as well as text displays
on the consoles. The Rubicon's also allow for the easy
control of TFT 911 EAS, Telos 2101 phones and some
custom logic needed for the Elvis Duran morning show on
Z100. The flexibility of the Rubicon surface also allows
for each station to easily have the console laid out how
they want and changes to be made easily without the
need to move any wires.

The SAS 32KD gives a lot of redundancy to the stations:
One of the biggest is three separate air chains for each
station. This is accomplished using the ANI feature of the
32KD to spread the load around to different frames, so a
frame could be taken down and it would be possible for
the station to stay on the air with no interruptions. The three
separate outputs from the router feed the three separate
air chains. Each air chain has its own preprocessing,
mostly Ariane Sequels, and its own Airtools delay. Each
air chain also has its own Arbitron PPM encoder.

The first station to move into the new facility was 0104.3
IWAXQI on Jan. 29, 2008, less than 10 months from
when demolition of the space started. Next were Power
105.1 IWWPR) and then 103.5 WKTU, Z100 (WHIZ)
and finally 106.7 Lite FM (WLTW). Only a lot of hard
work and long hours by everyone involved could have
allowed a project of this scope to be pulled off as well
as it was in the time frame available.

Smith is supervisor of broadcast systems, Clear Channel Radio -
New York and chief engineer of WWPR.

More photos at
www.RadioMagOnline.com
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XTREME3M3HTX Digilink automation from A AKIS

If you thought that you couldn't afford new Automation,

then you should think again !

The BEST Automation

system for Radio costs

only a few dollars per

month... COMPLETE !!!
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ly $EID per month

i On Air software

1 Production software

1 Scheduling software

1 Newsroom software

1 Music scheduling

Voice tracking

Phoner editing

1 Ball games

1 Bridge hardware

1 16 in x 3 out switcher

1 ogic for 16 sources

1 2 players for Air B Cue

For less than the monthly cost of most cells phone programs... you can join the hundreds of others on air with

Xtreme and the Solutions program. With the Solutions Program you receive the Xtreme software and hardware PLUS training,

phone support, and upgrades for a low monthly cost. Xtreme is the best automation systen in Radio today and yet there is no

contract with the Solutions Program. So you are not locked into a product if your station's needs change. Download Xtreme

software and try it out. Go to the Arrakis website now for more information about Digilink-Xtreme... and order today !!!

www.arrakis-systems.com 970-4H-0730



By Erin Shipps

New

technologies

may be

making

your job

harder

While salaries are up this year and seminar
attendance is stable, engineers may find
themselves fighting to keep up with the

demands of engineer and IT manager. Many also state
certification is needless and they would like to learn more
about these new technologies. Welcome to the 2008
Salary Survey, where engineers learn they're not alone in
their struggles and aspirations.
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Estimated Median Salaries
for Staff Engineers

Salaries
Oveiall Ea cries. are up compared tc Icist year

despite a roJEh econcrry. F-om Regional Direc-
tors of Ensineering (up 13,233: to 5ta ion Chief
Engiiee-s (lip 54,510) to Staff Eigheers (up
$3,000) and OpsratiolE Staff/.vialoc.ers (up
$1,945), -n D.Ft people are seeing mcfe mcney
this wear.

Bebw Top 50 molage-ner t sdcries have risen
consis en-lv ciN.er yea -sEJtTop 50 f as seen
big le.cp raf ing i i $35, 300 more this year than
Below op f.C. Cn the erg neering sde, while
both TDp 5C and below op 50 a -e ris ng, the
gap between he two ma-kets has n=ne3sed from
$15 000 -o $20,C0C. Cortract eigyieers are
mosiy ecrning $53-$5?; hour, but 1? percent
are also spite muting ei-her less thicn $20 or
$70 (or rro-e, 03 contractcrs 'yD63Iy charge
more br erne-ge)cies,'.

AroLnd 62 aer=ent received raises in 2C08,
wl- i le 33 percent did not Of thosew hpd id . 33.3

received 3 percert raises - 2 nercent, 2
pe-111., 157 pe ant, L pe-cent; 12.4 percent,
5 peroent; 13 3 percent. 6- 0 perce-it; and 7.2
pettit, Brea er Inn 1.3 percen .

Mose data on contrac-
engr eenrg a:
RacioMacCnine.c

2005

Below Top 50
Top 50

S15,833

$74,999

$49,9-7E

2207

$71 .250

$52,74

U
2008

Estimated Median
Salary by Job

Function
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Certification
Certification is perhaps one of the great debates

among radio engineers. Our data shows that
engineers with SBE Certification bring home
$18,000 (Top 50) and $19,000 (Below Top
50) more in salary than non -certified engineers.
Yet only one-third to half of respondants hold
certification. It is understandable that times are
tough and certification costs money (and time);
it is also reasonable to say it won't help your
career if your boss doesn't respect certification
and you don't plan on moving to another job.
But simply not seeing the need or saying it's not
necessary for your job is ignoring the fact that
certification offers more money and shows an
avid interest in your career. Regardless of what
your employer thinks, certification is something
to better yourself - you're never too old or expe-
rienced to go through the process and maybe
learn something.

of4
More about respondents'
benefits received at
RadioMagOnline.com

Estimated
Median Salaries by

SBE Certification

$74,999

$62,957)

ea Below Top 50 SBE Certified

Top 50

53%

34%

557,000

$43,529

Not SBE Certified

Percent Holding
SBE Certification

O
C.)

8%

Methodology
On May 6, 2008, Penton Media e -mailed invitations to pa-ticipate in an online survey to a total of 5,099 subscribers
of Radio selected on an nth name basis from the category Radio Station/Network. To encourage prompt response and
increase the response rate overall, the following marketin g research techniques were used: A drawing was held for
one of four $50 Amazon.com gift certificates. A link was i icluded on the invitation to route respondents directly to
the questionnaire. The magazine name was used on the i ivitation to tie the study effort to the magazine. Follow-up
e -mails to non -respondents were sent on May 13 and May 20, 2008 to this same group.

0 Want to know even more?
Purchase this entire report at www.buypenton com/ProductDetail.asp?PRDID=5043.
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FM TRANSMITTERS

All transmitter powers with the best
quality price ratio
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EM2000 .s a 2000`Al FM transmitter m xle
up of the EM 25 DIG exciter (or EM 2::1/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 inches eight 300W hiah-
efficiency MOSFET technology omplifyng modules, fed ey 2
independent switching power supplies, which ore made to
withstood the working conditions. -he omplifiying modles
work independently thanks to a power combining strucure
that provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA

1

Visit Us at NAB Booth #C3024

From septe-nber in:

departamento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

fabrica y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centroyia C/Paraguay, 6
LA MUELA
50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA

=.
71 1.

MT/MR PLATINUM >1Gftz
is o high-pe ormance Studio-to.Tronsmitter link. It is mode
up of the 5W MT transmitter externally sylthesized in 10MHz
sub -bonds with a step of 100KHz, and thy MR double
convers.on receiver, that is externolly syrnhe.ized, too. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, and irxlucl es LCD display
for the yisuo ization of the most relevant Worsmiszion parameters
(frequercy 165 digit), forward and reaecsec power, modulotion
level), balanced Mono, Stereo (MPX). Tie M R receiver hos
the same visualization system as the troesmiter. It includes
balanced Mono and Stereo (MPX) °opus. Ferthermore, the
MT/MR Platinum STL includes a iymper in order to get cm
proper opeotion with digital signals.

1111
"Mum

P!"911
IMAM

EM 10000 .s010000W trarsmiter mode
up of t -e E .1250 COMPACT DIG exciter and three cortrcl units
whi:..h col -Dine the power of six AM 200C FM orupli ice. AM
2000 nc ues eight 300W high -efficiency MOSFE- theiology
cmplifinc. modules, fed by 2 independent swithing power suoples,
which -e mode to withstali the warning conditions. The cenclifiying
modules woks indeperdendy thanks to a power coxibilinc st bcture
that provides high isolotiol between them.
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Education/Non-terrestrial
broadcasting

Half of respondants have attended seminars in the past year and the
majority still prefers online courses and seminars. There is no doubt that

online methods of delivery are the way of the
future, and your stations are recognizing this.

81% This year, programs are being distributed 18
percent more through Internet streaming, 28
percent more through podcasting and six percent
more through other methods like cell phones.
The percentage of stations using only terrestrial
methods went down from 18 percent to 12.

63%

01

2007
2008

Method of
Program Delivery

9%

3%

18% PIN

1417414

a
O

12%

7% 7%

113

Write-in answers
One always interesting point in our survey is found

in what you would change about your current job.
Here are some of the top answers to show you
you're not alone in your thoughts:

 Dcn't mind hard work and lengthy to-do lists,
bu too many tasks ore emergencies in the eyes
of he requestor

 Expression of appreciation from time to time
fro -n management for extra hours and weekends
wcrked without additional compensation

 Find more people truly quolified for radio

 Hire and retain good broadcast IT staff.

 I love my job, and the only thing that comes to
mind is a fantasy - that is to reduce the time it
takes for cross-country airline flights.

 I would like to have more help, but we are a
public radio station, and it's necessary for each
of is to wear several hats.

 -prove relations with management and get more
Jsjstance from station management for handling
of non -engineering related problems

 Improved Industry wide vision, leadership and
direction

 Larjer department, bigger budget, up-to-date
equipment

 Less FCC involvement in broadcasting

 Les; industry concern for (and limiting its perspec-
tive to) the next quarter rather than the longer
tern which is what will ultimately be required
for the industry to do well going forward.

 Mc re books on radio broadcast

 Mc re help

 Mcre interest in broadcasting from young
people

 Mc re schooling made available

 Mcre time for strategic planning. This is vital.

 Pad increases and ability to take time off with
a competent backup engineer in place

 The marginalization of engineering to the level
of 'necessary evil". Stations run commercial
free and jockless all the time. When was the
last time a station got on the air or stayed on
the air without an engineer?

3% 3
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III

If Space Is Truly The Final Frontier,
We're Your Enterprise...

Designed for Quality, Function, and Beauty

pictured.: Modulux Premium

 In Stock for Quick Delivery

 Precision Manufactured by
Award Winning Craftsmen
("Cool Stuff")

 "White Glove" Delivery Available

 Turnkey System Integration

 Known for Quality and Service
since 1984

GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Broadcast Furriture...System Integration... Automation

www.grahai-n-studios.corn  Toll Free 866.481.6696



Tips, tricks, hints and more
More Cool Tools

Last month I highlighted some cool tools - and here's another one. The Dremel
hand held rotary drill kit is a mainstay in many shops. As shipped, the tool
comes with small drill bits and some small grinding wheels. Many attachments
and special tools have come out for use with it.

The 409 series cut-off wheel is especially useful for cutting into hard metals.
It can cut small screws (such as 4-40 or smaller) cleanly without damaging

the threads. It can also cut notches into Atlas microphone booms to make cable
outlets into the pipe. It makes cutting and preparing Heliax cable easier. The

409 wheel requires a 402 mandrel (screw type).
The EZ476 cut off wheel is similar, but makes use
of a quick change mandrel that doesn't require a
screwdriver to change the wheel (the EZ402).

Dremel also offers a right angle adapter (#575)
that makes cutting or drilling in tight spaces easier.
The 670 Mini -Saw also makes sawing in tight

By John Landry, CSRE

spaces easier. And the MS400 saw turns the
Dremel into a miniature Hilti saw. All of these at-
tachments will fit most older model Dremel tools.

While not an attachment for the rotary tool, the
Dremel 671 Flex light with magnifier can make
emergency repairs at the transmitter site easier.
Equipped with a bright LED lamp and a magnifying
lens, it brings the repair bench anywhere. Even
out to the antenna site!

Conversion
No matter how precise we are, at one time or

another we need to be able to convert measure-
ments. Inches to feet (in fractions or decimals),
millimeters and areas all require a trip to the
resource book now and then. We have a page
of conversion tools in the Engineer's Notebook
at RadioMagOnline.com, but there are several
snerinli7ed converter tools available as well.

Engineer's Notebook
RadioMagOnline com/tutonals_tips/engineers_notebook

Time Calculations
RadioMagOnline.com/tutorials_tips/radio_time_calc
www.onlineconversion.com/adyanced_time_calculatorhtm

Calculated Industries
www.calculated.com

Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
Westwood One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

Calculated Industries manufactures handheld
converters for area, time and even the scale of a
drawing. The Time Master II is a versatile calculator
with a built in stopwatch. It can add the different
minutes and seconds of the timed segments to make

production tasks easier. The Construction Master
Pro can add linear lengths and calculate drywall or
wallpaper areas, locations of studs -on -center and
many other construction figures. They also make a
variety of "take -off" tools, like the Scale Master II.
This pen -shaped device can be dragged across
a surface and it will calculate area and length
measurements to scale for drawings.

Adding time values is not a simple task. There
is a trick to adding and subtracting time values
with a calculator, called the 940 rule. Check
out the Radio magazine time calculations link
at left for more.

More for the toolbox
How many times have you had a stuck key on a

keyboard or something else cause trouble? A quick
spritz with a cleaner may help, but usually there
is something under the key cap and you need to
remove the cap to clean underneath. Needle nose
pliers and greenies sort of work, but sometimes the
cap or the switch is broken. The Techni-Tool Keycap
Puller #7581E0100, which resembles a kitchen
utensil, turns out to be just the thing for removing
the cap easily without any damage.

More and more connectors use contact pins that are
crimped on and pushed in. These can be timesavers,
but every now and then the wrong wire is in the wrong

place. Extractors are available, but each manufacturer

makes c slightly different connector, which means
you ultimately have a drawer full of extractor tools
(if you remembered to order one). Techni-Tool 7 -in -1

extractor #104PRO10 has seven interchangeable
extractor blades that fit most of the common D -sub,
Military, circular and other connectors.

Hanler Corporation's Wrap -Lock (www.wraplock-
clamps.com) is a build -to -fit steel strap system used by

two-way radio installers for years. It can make clamps,

brackets and holders in any shape or size on -site in
minutes. The steel strap is strong and rust resistant. It

can be used to hang pipe, patch leaky pipes, put
up signs and lights and lots of other uses. A simple
ratchet key tool and a patented D -shaped locking
buckle are unique to the Wrap -Lock system.
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NEW full featured, professional consoles 3t amazing prices from A AKIS

ARC -1011 unbalanced 51,599

ARC -1013P balanced S2,495

If you thought that you

couldn't afford a new console,

then you can think again !

I Two stereo Program output buses with mono mixdowns

I 10 or 15 Input channels (optional 16 x 3 stereo remote selector)

1-5 high performance mic channels (optional 48V pwr)

I One Phone hybrid input channel for Live or Off-line

I Cue speaker with amp 6 Headphone amp for 8 ohms (or Hi -Z)

I Logic for source control or Talk studio / announce booth

www.arrakis-systems.com 970-461-0730
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Vorsis AP -2000 By Kirk Chestnut, CPBE

he

TVorsis AP -2000 is a five -band AGC/compressor and 31 -band
limiter with specialized algorithms for bass and voice band process-
ing. Its output feeds will accommodate just about any flavor of FM/

HD Radio operation. Transients are gracefully controlled without compromis-
ing the long-term texture, levels, frequency response and harmonic integrity
of a station's signature sound. The AP -2000 includes the latest development
from Vorsis, a division of Wheatstone.

This one does it by the numbers, packing the math power of 19 digital
signal processor (DSP) engines. The processing workload is split into a mul-

titude of parallel processes. Independent analog
and digital transmitter paths contain their own
respective 31 -band limiter, VBMS and Voice
Master algorithm. Despite its complexities, the

Performance at a glance
31 -band fine grain

processor

Five- or three -band
AGC preprocessor

Oversampled
lookahead limiter or
specialized clipper

Voice Master
voice distortion

management

Ethernet -based
remote control

Eight input GPI
preset triggers

32kHz - 96kHz
digital input

FM/HD Radio delay
of up to ten seconds

AP -2000 amazingly reconstitutes all this infor-
mation - time aligned analog to digital, phase
aligned analog L+R vs L -R and phase coherent
across the audio spectrum.

The big bottom
Spy on your program director's car or office

radio and it probably has the EQ extremes
cranked up. Everyone wants more bass, but
that can mean more intermodulation distortion.
To that end, the Vorsis Bass Management System
(VBMS) was developed to separate and process
the bass range independently. The VBMS boosts
base while mitigating the effects of IM through
mathematical control of harmonics.

Membership into a secret society is not required
for full access to the AP -2000. Every feature and
control is present on the front -panel LCD display or
through a Windows -based software application.

Analog and AES3 audio inputs provide source

diversity for fail -over protection in the event of
prolonged silence to either path. There are ana-
log outputs with or without de -emphasis, AES3
digital outputs with selectable pre/post diversity
delay and with/without de -emphasis. Balanced
composite stereo is present on the XLR jacks for
a clean, noise -free signal into an FM exciter
equipped with balanced inputs. There are also
two unbalanced composite stereo outputs on
BNC connectors. Jacks are provided for SCA
injection and control.

The general purpose interface (GPI/GPO) has
up to eght opto-isolated inputs and four outputs
that hcwe tested well in high RF environments.
A typical application might include remotely
bypassing the AP -2000 during EAS tests with
a logic return on the transmitter remote control
confirming the system status. Convenient front -
panel connections include a headphone jack
and a USB port for a mouse. A five -port Ethernet
hub inside is brought out to RJ-45 jacks on both
the front and rear panels.

Getting started is easy. The manual has an 11 -
step gu de to getting on the air. Suggested default
settings for most parameters are listed for a good
starting point. There is a list of about 70 ready-
made presets for various programming formats.
F inding that perfect setting comes down to choosing

a compromise between clean and loud.
The GUI was designed so navigation is done

with no more than two mouse clicks - no more
auguring through multi -branched menu trees. It

can control any number of AP -2000s over a LAN
through VPN tunnels and behind firewalls. Any
laptop or desktop computer running Windows
2000 or XP with a CPU speed of 1GHz should
perform just fine. The Web interface does not
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support open ports to the Internet or act as a Web
server making it immune to network hacking.

The GUI display is divided into four basic
sections: Title Bar, Control Area, Side Bar and
Dynamic Displays. Dynamic Displays region
includes a frequency -domain graph showing
the parameters of the five -band AGC, both FM
and HD 31 -band limiters and the adjusters for
manipulating settings.

On the left hand side of the Dynamic display are
a series of four bar graph meters for monitoring
input/output levels and processing levels. The
Gain Reduction Meter can be selected to monitor
a variety of internal processes.

Fast -Fourier Transform (FFT), real-time spectral
analysis is available at the click of a button to dis-
play the input audio or the processed audio. Various

other display parameters such as an oscilloscope
representation of the signal, gain reduction graph
and control position markers can be selectively
added or removed from the display.

Control Area
A large area above the Dynamic Display is

the Control Area. Under the Input panel you will
find adjustments for selecting analog vs. digital
audio sources, engaging the input failsafe feature,
independent gain control for the analog and
digital sources, balance trim as well as controls
for auto mono, phase rotator, Voice Master and
the high pass filter.

The auto mono feature, as the name implies,
was developed to clean mono content where
unintentional artifacts cloud the spatial image.
The phase rotator prevents clipping by rearrang-
ing the phase of asymmetrical waveforms before
they hit the rail. The high-pass filter eliminates low
frequency content that cannot be heard on FM
and is a source of intermodulation distortion.

A Vorsis exclusive is the Voice Master algorithm.
It engages a special voice -specific set of equaliza-
tion and limiting parameters when it detects mono,
narrow bandwidth and asymmetric waveforms.
If all three of these parameters are met the Voice
Master engages.

The four -band parametric equalizer could be
described as a four control node EQ. These fully
independent but complementary control nodes
can be frequency centered anywhere in the

audio spectrum, even stacked. Each node can
be adjusted for bandwidth and Boost/Cut. The
EQ can be electronically inserted before or after
the five -band AGC section.

Core audio processing is divided into three
sections: the SST, AGC and compressor. While
the AGC and compressor work in a traditional
fashion, it is the Sweet Spot Technology (SST)
that smoothes processing performance over the
long haul, making sure that program content has

a consistent sound regardless of the program
material. Where AGC and compressor address
instantaneous events, the SST acts as the intel-
ligent gain riding control from program element
to program element.

The Vorsis/Wheatstone website contains a
wealth of information including support docu-
ments and software downloads. Jeff Keith, head
of the Vorsis design team, has authored a number
of white papers explaining the theory behind
each algorithm.

Out of the box
Our facility had the opportunity to examine the

AP -2000 first hand as well as its predecessor,
the AP -1000. It was bench -tested and placed
in the broadcast chain of our hot country station
for about a week.

Whether you're
the intuitive type to
simply plug things
in and make them
work or wait till
you've scoured the
manual, the GUI
was intuitive and

Wheatstone
P 252-638-7000

W www.vorsis.com

E sales@vorsis.com

easy to navigate.
Most controls are mouse -based with some pa-
rameters that can be entered via the keyboard.
Having every control within two mouse clicks does
make it a bit easier to change parameters.

My director of engineering was impressed with
the limiter and AGC controls but especially the
parametric EQ. The click -and -drag method for
changing frequency, gain/loss and bandwidth
is pretty cool.
The sheer number of variables that go into

shaping the final product can be a bit daunting.
Finding the best balance among the various limit-
ers and clippers along the way can take time.
In the week the AP -2000 was in chain, many
different preset styles were tried with relatively
good results.

It's probably impossible to find the perfect sound
overnight. Processing is a subjective art and one
can become lost after listening intensely for a
while. Every audio processor has it:. signature
sound, as does this one. It has some pretty pow-
erful features and evaluating it was like going
back to school.

Chestnut is assistant chief engineer at Entercom
Kansas City

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well qualified staff
at a radio station, product on facility or consulting company.

These reports are perforated by the industry, for the industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding
the author it requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any
device tested. positive or negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Ultrasone
Pro 750

Wearing headphones every day as a radio disc jockey and recording
musician, there are a few things I require in a good pair: great
sound, comfort, durability and serviceability. The Ultrasone Pro

750 headphones measure up to all my requirements.
The feature that makes Ultrasone headphones different is the use of its patented

S -Logic Technology to create three dimensional, natural surround sound. The
concept is that the outer ear is responsible for three dimensional hearing, so
instead of the headphone driver being centrally located and aimed directly
at the inner ear, the drivers are directed at the outer ear. Allowing the sound

to be reflected off the outer ear not only creates
a natural three dimensional sound, but also helps
to cut down fatigue by reducing the sound pres-
sure level at the eardrum by up to 40 percent or
3 - 4dB, according to Ultrasone. The drivers are
titanium and the frequency response is listed as
8Hz - 35kHz. I am very pleased with the sound
of these headphones. The bass response is very
natural, not overbearing, and the highs are crystal
clear without being shrill or tinny sounding. To my
ears the S -Logic natural surround sound does what
it's supposed to do. They sound as if I am not
wearing headphones at all, but instead listening to

Performance at a glance
Closed earpiece

Velour earpads

40mm Titanium -
plated mylar driver

Frequency response
8Hz - 35kHz

4011 impedance

Up to 94dB SPL

music live or through good sounding loudspeakers.
It's as though I can hear the air around the music.
I have also noticed they are much less tiring to
wear than other headphones, which brings me
to the next point.

The headphones are very comfortable to wear.
The ear pods are soft velvet and there is also a
velvet pad that rests the headphones on top of
your head. The fit is tight enough to hold the ear
pods closed, but not so tight as to squeeze one's
head. The manufacturer suggests these head-
phones should always be worn with the left and
right ear capsules over the correct ears and with
the frame fully on top of the head to achieve the

By
Ned Luberecki

natural surround sound effect. There is a noticeable
change in sound quality if this is not done. And
if they are not worn properly, the headphones
don't fit very well, so it's not much of a problem.
They are relatively light weight at 295g without
the detachable cord.

Long-term comfort
After wearing these headphones for several

hours at a time in both the radio and recording
studio, my ears were much less tired than with
other headphones. In the recording studio, I have
to be able to hear the sound of the track mixed
with the sound of my own instrument or voice
louder than the actual sound of the instrument in
the room. With some headphones this means
turning the volume up so loud that not only do my
ears become exhausted, but I lose the ability to
hear the pitch correctly. In the recording studio, I

could hear everything perfectly clearly, along with
my own track and at a very comfortable volume
level. Singing was also easier with these phones
as the volume wasn't so loud as to affect the pitch.
It is worth noting that the Pro 750 headphones
are of a closed back design as opposed to the
Pro 2500, which are open back. I prefer the
closed back to prevent any sound leakage from
the phones to the microphone, a must in the radio
or recording business.

As to durability, the Pro 750 headphones come
in a hard case for storage and transportation. The
ear cups fold flat to fit into the case or fold up into
the frame for storage in a carry bag (not included).
Included with the headphones are two detachable
cables, one coiled and one straight. Both are a
little over 10'. The coiled cord helps keep from
getting Tingled up in tight surroundings and it's
nice to be able to switch to the straight one if I'm
a little farther from the source without the coiled
cable tugging me toward it. The cables attach to
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the headphones with a screw in ' /8" gold plated
connector and end in a gold plated '/4" stereo
jack. A '/4" to mini plug gold plated adapter
is included. Also included in the hard case is a
spare pair of "speed switch" ear pads. The ear
pads are easily replaced by locking tabs on the
ear pads into a track on the headphones and
giving a slight twist. One of the few faults I found

with these phones is that the ear pads can come
loose during normal use such as removing them
from the case. They are very easy to re -attach, but
the locking connection could be made stronger in

my opinion. I have also noticed
diminished sound quality if

the ear pads are not
connected properly.

Fortunately, I have
not yet had any
issues with service-
ability. However,
the manufacturer's
website shows a

variety of accesso-
ries and replacement

parts, but they are not
available for purchase from

xx,.til

the site and instead instruct you to "Contact the
distributor in your country for purchase." I have
not contacted the distributor in my region to find
out about service or replacement parts, but the
contact information
was readily avail-
able on the website
along with a map
showing the loca-
tions, addresses
and contact infor-
mation for dealers

Ulirasone
P 951-678-9091

W www.ultrasone.com

E p.taylor@ultrasone.com

around the world.
Overall, I am pleased with the sound, comfort

and so far, the reliability of these headphones
and would recommend them to onyone who uses
headphones on a daily basis.

Luberecki is the morning host of the Sinus Satellite
Radio Bluegrass channel, Nashville.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusi., Rad(' mac -R.121 -e fea!,Im

for radio broadcasters. Each report is prep,: : .. :"

a radio station, production facility or consult:.g .

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to providing loan equip iient an° to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be c onsidered an
endorsement or disanoroval by Radio maga7ine.
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USB FM -Scanning Receiver
Modulation and RDS Ana yzer

Contact us at:
www.clevabroadcast.com

sales@devobroadcast.com

This is a tool to evaluate FM Droadcast band congestion and to log
station identification parameters. The "Band Scanner Pro" can measure
RF level, MPX deviation, Left & Right Audio levels, RDS and Pilot
injection levels. The system is powered by the USB port of any Windows
PC. Supplied free of charge Windows software sweeps the receiver
across the FM band, logging eery carrier and genera:ing a spectrum
display of carrier level vs. frequency. It then analyzes each carrier and
creates a station list. Its interfam is like a portable radio: It may be tuned
manually through the receiver screen or by double-clicking a point on
the spectrL m plot or an entry o the station list. Spectrum plots may be
saved as jog or bmp files. The RDS data error level 's graphed in a
separate window on the receiver screen. The program can be monitored
with headphones plugged into a standard 1 /8" jack
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The best current products chosen by you.
The Radio magazine Advancement in Radio Technology

Awards were created to recognize the best available products
Introduced over the last year with a practical use in radio broad-
casting facilities (including terrestrial, Internet and satellite).

Nominations were accepted from readers like you, Radio

magazine contribtiors and manufacturers, and then placed into
one of 13 categor es. During August, we asked you to vote for
your top pick in each category. The results were tallied in early
September, and tl-e winners were announced at a reception
held at the NAB Radio Show in Austin, TX.

The winners of the 2008
Advancement in Radio Technology Awards are:

Broadcast Tools SRC -16
Serial -controlled relay interface

Audio
and Data

Transmission
APT Worldnet Oslo

Multichannel IP audio transport

Audio Routing
 and Control

Axia Audio Element
IP audio routing and mixing
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Audio Storage and
Playback
Enco Systems DAD v5.1e
Audio recording,
management and playout

Digital Audio
Workstations

Adobe Systems Audition 3
Multitrack audio recorder and editor

Facility
Support

Burk Technology ARC Plus v2.0
Remote monitor-lig and control platform



41111MININI
HD Radio
Technology

 
Orban Optimod-FM 8500FM v2

Enco Systems RAMA FM/HD Radio audio processor
Metadata delivery appliance

Microphone
Technology
Neumann
TLM 103 D
Digital
microphone

Online
Technology

421'5

10',

mie
Jetcast
Streaming service
Audio streaming

Remote
Broadcast
Technology

JK Audio Bluepack
Bluetooth cell phone
audio interface

RF Transmission

Deva Broadcast
Smart Gen 4.0
RBDS generator

Signal
Processing

Test and Measurement
Kaltman Creations Spectran HF4040

Handheld spectrum analyzer

lice, MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

New accessories! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning micro-

phones and monitors continues its
growth. The modular system has

been expanded by some new
mounting options: VESA 75

Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling

Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting Bar

and Board No. I
(20"x12").

Ili

Hn

www.yellowtec.com

YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-rilaitil00,1Owiteccom
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There is a new generation that needs to be spoken to. Mil-
lennials (also called Generation Y or Generation M), will
possibly be one of the most influential generations in terms

of how communication works. Called Millennials because of the
importance of the millennium in terms of their lives, this is the gen-
eration that will eventually take the place of Generation X, who set
the stage for the information revolution. Though sources vary on a
specific age range for this generation, The Kaiser Family Foundation
says Millennials can be as young as 12 years old, or as old as
25. They come from all different economic, educational and racial
backgrounds; they don't even necessarily share the same social and
political values. But what this generation does have in common is
the ubiquitousness of the use of technology in their lives.

Portable media devices have allowed Millennials (and other audi-
ences) to store and access vast amounts of audio. The radio in the
car is slowly being replaced by the Ipod. Listening to NPR on a
Walkman on the subway has evolved to listening to podcosts on
a Zune. We are no longer constrained to listen to whatever is on
at the moment; we have audio at our fingertips - it is searchable,
fast-forwardable, and subject to our whims. We are not forced to
sit through content we don't like in order to hear a commentary

by our favorite author. We can now skip to what we want and
delete the rest.

Radio has to face such juggernauts as podcasting, Runes, (pods,
Youtube, and Facebook when they are trying to sway an audience,
and there are several organizations already doing this.

Next -generation radio
Probably one of the most interesting and effective initiatives

for engaging Millennials in radio is the Next Generation Radio
Project at National Public Radio. This project identifies rising stars
in college radio news and invites them to radio training projects
across the country. These young reporters are paired with an NPR
producer in the project city, who then helps them create an NPR -

ready news piece. From the initial brainstorming, to interviewing,
writing, editing and distributing, these producers follow their young
proteges along the way.

What really makes this project effective is the use of new media technol-

ogy. The project locations feature blogs, online radio training, and they
even use the Public Radio Exchange distribution program (PRX).

Next Generation uses the social networks Facebook and PRX to
connect with new producers, project alumni and new listeners. They
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ast-tracking technology to nab a new generation
By Matthew Terrell

believe Millennials will be the ones sign-
ing the donation checks to support public
radio in the coming years, so they try hard
to keep open contacts with as many young

people as possible. Their philosophy is
that in order to keep the attention of

this generation it is key160,
to speak in the same

context that they do. That

means staying up-to-date with the
latest technologies, and figuring out how
that applies to public radio.

SCADRadio.org
Every year, more and more people listen

to radio on the Web. What makes Web
radio such a good idea for engaging
Millennials is the ease of production.
Terrestrial radio is still susceptible to major

amounts of bureaucracy and regulations
through the government and the FCC.
Millennials who work in Web radio are
freer to explore, make mistakes, learn and
'most importantly) stay involved in radio.
Because the structure is much more flex-
ible and open, Millennials are allowed
a stronger voice in Web radio.

SCADRadio.org is a completely student -
run radio station at Savannah College
of Art and Design. No administrator
controls the content they broadcast, and
there is no approval before content airs.

"The WorldNet Oslo has provided
a single, high cuality, intecrated
solution to our STL needs."
Cris Alexander CPBE, AMD, ORB
Director of Engineering,
Crawfcrd Broadcasting

The chcice of professional
broadcasters throughout
the US & Canada. the
WorldNet Oslo offers
everything you could want
from a studio transmitter
link including a flexible.
upgradeable platform, high
quality audio and 24/7/365
reliability.

Designed to transport
both compressed & linear
audio along with voice and
data over T1 & IP links,
the WorldNet Oslo has the
capacity for up to 28 mono
channels or 14 stereo
pairs

As well as linear audio and
MPEG 12, the WorldNet
Oslo also supports 16 or
24 -bit Enhanced apt -Xi
offering cascade -resilient.
near-lossless audio quality
with under 2ms delay.

Redundant Power Supplies.
-hot-swappable- cards,
automatic back-up and a
DSP-based architecture
ensure unparalleled
reliability to keep your
station on the air under
even the most stressful of
circumstances.

APT North
48 Summer Street.

Watertown MA 02472

At Crawford Broadcasti 1g, we are currently running the WorldNet Oslo

in two markets. Portland and Detroit.

In both locations, our ne:work consists of the APT units running over T1

and conveying both ana:og and digital program audio from the studio

to the transmitter site. We also use the WorldNet Oslo to carry data.
including serial remote control. HD Radio Program Associated Data or

PAD, and to bring other studio LAN functions to the transmitter site.

KKPZ Portland Studio Transmitter Site

r ,

.7E ;

from leit.

Core/

In Portland, the station'ssatellite receivers are located at the transmitter

site and so, in aadition b the STL functionality, the WorldNet Oslos are

also serving as multi -channel backhaul, bringing demodulated satellite

feeds back to the studio for air and recording for later broadcast.

We're running Enhanced apt -X. coding which ensures our multiple
channels of audio anc data will fit easily in the Ti link without
compromising the quality of our output. Additional card capacity in the

units also enables us to run back-up feeds to the transmitter should

the primary source fail.

I've been part:cularly pleased with the performance of the WorldNet
Oslo and the flexibility, reliability

and quality it offers. -

I . 300 955- APTX I T- 617 9.
F. irfolaapt). corn I W wwv,
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Reaching Millennials
Though it is completely student -controlled, it is financed
by the college (the station has no advertising revenue or
pledge drives). The full-time adviser to the station serves
as a bridge to the administration, rather than a manager/
controller. While the station does follow the FCC standards
for a licensed, terrestrial radio station, everything is in the
hands of the Millennial -aged students who run it. This

produces a snowball effect: Millennials run the station,
their friends listen, then the friends join, and those friends'
friends join...and so on. By letting Millennials control the
content, a credibility is created that older individuals can't
achieve when interacting with Millennials.

The Public Radio Exchange
The Public Radio Exchange is an online platform meant

to connect producers of radio work (news commentary
and drama mostly) with radio stations across the country.
Member producers can upload their content, define and
describe it, and then license it to radio stations across the
country. Producers who upload work can also choose to
charge for their work, and can even make a small return
on their time producing. The income that producers receive
is small ($0.5042 per minute of content licensed); it is

mostly considered to be a bonus on top of getting one's
voice heard across the country.

The Generation Project at PRX (generation.prx.org) is meant

to actively engage students and Millennials in radio. This
project tries to make sure that Millennial producers have the

WFNX 101.7 Boston and 92.1 New
Hampshire take full advantage of
Myspa:e (above) and Facebook
(right) -o reach a younger demographic.

tools, training and outlets they need to get their voice heard.
While it does not send equipment to individuals, it offers
training and advice to students trying to learn the ins and
outs of radio production. Furthermore, it recruits individuals
f- the Youth Editorial Board that listen to and review pieces

More Hear Less.

THE WORLD'S FIRST LOW PROFILE MIC BOOM
With a 23" reach and all the pan/tilt
functionality you expect. the AMB-23 lets
you see beyond the mic. It is great for
radio studios that appear on video'

800.779.7575

ULTRA -QUIET COMPUTER FOR STUDIO USE
Ambient no:se is virtually eliminated by the
rack -mountable SPC-2000 studio computer.
Front panel includes DVD. CD. flash. and USB
interfaces. 3 year warranty'

www.ramsyscom.com
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produced by the younger
generation. Those on the
Youth Editorial Board also
receive a small monthly sti-

pend which is also meant
to help producers who are

new to the game.

A new policy
While some of the

advice I've offered may
seem like common sense
to some, these aren't
widely enacted policies.
The key here is that a lot of

these three organizations'

policies seem like com-
mon sense to a Millennial
audience. If you want your

content to appeal to the
younger generation, you

need to do the things that seem commonplace to them.
If you are not online already, get online as soon as

possible. Millennials are the most connected generation
ever. They eat, sleep and breathe technology. Computers,
Ipods and cell phones are intrinsic parts of the daily lives
of the younger generation. A presence available in these
devices is key to reaching this audience.

There are certain websites and software programs you
absolutely most know and use:

Facebook: This is the social networking site geared
toward upwardly mobile, educated Millennials. This is
where you will find a lot of students who may one day
become part of your organization.

Myspace: This s one of most visited websites in the
world (clocking in regularly in the top five in amount of
hits). While this may not necessarily get young people
who will produce radio, this is a great site to increase
presence and find new listeners.

The Public Radio Exchange: This is the most important
site to learn for distributing content. Not only will you
be able to sell your content to member stations (a great
way to license work produced by younger reporters),
but this is a great place to find and -ecruit new talent.
Member stations can cut down costs of production for
local producers, and they get to feature more voices
on the airwaves. While this may not be good news for
the local, full-time producer, it is great news for young
reporters all over the country.

/tunes: This software available free from Apple is the
most prolific publishing source for music, news and
podcasts. While There is a lot of content to compete with
through 'tunes, this is an important tool because so many
internet users get their music from 'tunes. This is the best
and easiest way to get your content downloaded onto
'pods and heard across the country.

KINT_ _0-1\jic

111/7FNICOF

loy
8 TOWER DA -2

PHASING SYSTEM
910kIiz

50 /12.5 kW

SAVE TIME

MONEY
EVERY

ENGINEER'S
DREAM...

PowerAIM 120 VECTOR ANALYZER
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Reaching Millennials  ,1,
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Iv OP
L. Dols like Millennials use them: It's not enough

to you know how to surf Myspace and have a Facebook
profile. You cannot have a boring, professional profile on
Facebook and expect to attract a younger audience. Mil-
lennials respect these new tools, and they are investing their
time and energy in using them with the belief that it will pay

off with a deeper, more nu-
anced social network. If you
want to use new media tools

and social networks, you
have to respect them as the
tools for social change and
interaction like their Millen-
nial creators view them. It's a

very common theme in new
media research that users
(especially Millennials) can
sense a fakeness and distrust

people who don't use these
tools in the right ways. The
right way involves using the

tools primarily for social uses
rather than professional, and

keeping a personal tone to
created profiles and sites.

Go niche. Satellite ra-

dio, podcasting and new
media technology have

I :10:4
new PRX is coming soon. Learn more
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The Public Radio Exchange
connects independent producers
with radio stations.
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Podcasts can be listed for download
through !tunes, as seen here with NPR.

allowed us to systematically categorize and sort through
the information we find appealing. Have a niche un-
derstanding of what you do. (Are you youth -produced
radio from Vermont? Are you African American news
by high school students?). People want the potential
to hear new things, and it is easier to find it when the
niche is defined. The markets currently losing listeners
(especially the younger ones) are the stations that think
everyone wants to hear the same thing. When Millen-
nials discover the power of niche media, it will be hard
to return to corporate controlled media.

Don't take a chance with your timing needs. Trust
the name broadcasters have counted on for precision
master clocks and timing -related products for over
35 years-ESE. Our products accurately synchronize
broadcast operations using a choice of GPS, WWV,
Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world -class timing
systems that are designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (3101322-2136

Fax: (3101322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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Don't be afraid to innovate too soon: Part of the charm
and the challenge of appealing to Millennials through
new media technology is the constant search for what
is going to be the next big thing on the Internet. Five
years ago, Internet radio was scoffed at, but today sta-
tions like SCADRadio.org have become something to
emulate. Don't let your organization or any other factors
hold you back from participating in the new tools that
come along. The Millennial generation has shown no
sign of slowing their acceptance of new technology, so
organizations that want to appeal to them have to keep
up their technological presence.

Empower Millennials: Probably one of the most common
themes in Millennial research is the generation's need to find

purpose. Part of this is feeling important or being needed in
an organization. A combination of teamwork and individual
accountability gives them a sense that the work they are
doing matters, and they should continue doing it. This is
a generation that does not respond well to micromanage-
ment and wants to be able to learn from its own mistakes.
Over -supervision of Millennials will lead to disdain and
distrust, and will create a bad name for yourself or your
organization among the generation. The most successful
Millennial -based organizations (such as SCADRadio.org
and Generation PRX) are almost completely controlled by
this generation, and they are doing well in this system.

The overwhelming nature of keeping up with Millen-
nials may seem like a drawback - the endless amount

Avoiding bureaucracy, SCADRadio.org is
a completely student -run radio station at
Savannah College of Art and Design.

of websites, software programs and technologies may
never all be kept up with. What is important is to stay
up to date with the specific technologies that Millenni-
als value. If you can keep up with Facebook, Youtube,
and PRX, then you will be able to gain a higher respect
among Millennial audiences. And gaining a respect
among this audience is key to your organization thriv-
ing, because they are the people who will be signing
the checks in the future.

Terrell is a freelance writer currently based in Prague

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

r

6600 Series
Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratin
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

E-mail:E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com
Web Site: http://www.altronic.com70-449-4093

Fax: 870-449-6000

RONIC RESEARCH INC.
Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687

solo nil

IThe Revolutionary
Call Routing System

More Connections
Less Wires

More Control
Less Hassle

More Flexibility
Less Money

To talk more, call us.
1-888-363-4844

NM,

Innovative solutions for creatre people
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NEW PRODUCTS
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Dynamic headphones
AKG
K 702: These headphones
combine the superior sonic per-
formance of AKG's K 701 with
features demanded by recording
and broadcast engineers in a
professional package. The K
702's new features include a
detachable input cable with a

locking 3 -pin mini-XLR connec-

tor. The high-performance,
low -loss detachable cable
makes transportation, ser-
vice and storage easier. The

new K 702s also feature
a stage blue finish that is

more rugged and professional
looking than the K 701's gloss

white color. The headphones fea-
ture flat -wire voice coils and their patented

Laminate Varimotion diaphragms eliminate spurious
resonances and deliver an engaging listening ex-
perience with out -of -head imaging so that engineers

can hear all the nuances of their sound.
wwwAg.com

alcgssaelommomcom

www.RadioMagOnline.com

'istamax enhancement
Harris
Vistatouch: Vistatouch is a Windows
PC client application that expands access
to common tasks within Vistamax for studio
personnel with a simple and visually oriented
presentation that provides secure system -wide
control functionality to operators. Vistatouch
software features user -activated Image Panels
to initiate frequent, show -specific and day -part

requirements. Each Image Panel is associ-
ated with specific session or macro tasks
and controllable via mouse or touch -screen
for optimum control. The Vistatouch software
offers visual enhancements to the studio opera-
tor by associating predefined picture or live
webcam images with each Image Panel. As
many as 20 Image Panels can be assigned
to each application to address multiple -user
or requirement -specific presentations at every
Vistamax-connected studio within the facility.
The Live Webcam streams are ideal for visual
cueing of live sources, especially useful for
news and talk stations, and live multi -talent
morning shows.

800-622-0022; www.broodcast.horris.com
broodcast@karris.com

worms.

l:zxxiis= 4.* - Analog -to -digital converter
Drawmer
A2D2: The Drawmer A2D2 is an AES Grade 1
dual stereo output analog -to -digital converter. It offers
dual simultaneous stereo outputs, each with separately
selectable sample rates, and additionally provides

three word clock outputs, allowing the A2D2 to also act as a master clock generator. It also provides simultaneous dual stereo
outputs that may each be selected to different sample rates, including 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176 and 192kHz. This permits,
for example, the output of a high -resolution 192kHz version with a simultaneous lower resolution 44.1 kHz version. Each digital
output has a selectable word length of 16 or 24 bits, with automatic dither generation.

702-365-5155; www.drawmenna.cam salesetroosomiogroop.com

Audio processor
Vorsis

AM10-HD: The AMID -HD offers a five -band AGC
followed by a specialized 10 -band limiter and high
performance asymmetrical modulation peak control-
ler algorithm that has been specially designed for the
requirements of competitive AM broadcasting. This new peak controller maximizes AM
coverage by providing the highest possible average modulation accompanied by consistent positive
peak capability of up to 200 percent. Selectable low-pass filters are available to tailor the output for
the requirements of various regulatory needs. The HD signal path includes its own specialized multiband
peak controller which has been tailored for the codec that is utilized in AM HD Radio broadcasting.

252-638-7000; VAVW.V0fSh.cosic solos@vorsis.com
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Locking lever
NKK Switches

S Series: The S Series locking lever toggle switches are
offered in single- and double -pole models, both with two

or three maintained positions. They are available as
single throw or double circuits and the electrical capac-
ity ranges from 15A to 20A at 125Vac. -he S Series
toggle switches were designed with robust actuation
applications in mind and provide an excellent choice

for designs requiring a safeguard against accidental ac-
tuation. In addition, they provide equipment designers with

high levels of environmental protection - the switches are panel
sealed with a rating of IP67. Each S Series switch is panel mounted with 12mm D -flat
threaded bushings, constructed of brass with chrome plating and conforms to standard
panel cut outs. The D -flat shape prevents rotation of these devices wher mounted in
the panel. Standard hardware is provided with each switch and includes a hex nut,
a lock washer and an 0 ring.

480-991-0942; www.nkkswitches.com; salestonkkswitches.com

_41

Ribbon microphone
Soundwave Research Laboratories/Cro
Naked Eye Roswellite: Naked Eye Roswellite now
joins el Diablo as the toughest and most powerful ribbon
microphones ever created for music recording and live sound
reinforcement. The Naked Eye Roswellite features the same
True Dual Voicing design and carefully crafted tone of the
Naked Eye Classic, plus it adds the power of the Crowley
and Tripp nano -composite ribbon material - Roswellite - that
was first introduced in the el Diablo Mercenary Edition.

508-231-4515; www.soundwaveresearch.com; Chris@soundwaveresearch.com

Transmitter control
Nautel

Advanced User Interface: The Ad-
vanced User Interface is a 17" color LCD
screen with a wide range of configurable
displays. The AUI includes real time locus
measurement, an instrument grade spectrum
analyzer, an IBOC modulation analyzer,
module -level monitoring and control and
logging of all functions. The AUI can be
controlled by touch screen or via a mouse
and keyboard. In addition, users have 100
percent remote access to transmitters via a
Web browser.

207-947-8200; www.nautel.com
infoCOnautel.com

Music library
Loopmasters
Jazz Sessions: Dopmasters'
new collecti,,r1 of jazz samples
contains 3GB of original sam-
ples, all played by seasoned
professionals. With jazz Ses-
sions the focus is on maximum
realism, to add a perfectly
authentic smoky vibe to music.
More than just traditional jazz,
there's also plenty for devotees of
nu -jazz, broken beat and a other
jazz -tinged genres. The DVD
features 3,000 separate WAV
files, including instruments such
as drums, double bass, fretless
bass, brass sections, flute solos,
trumpets, trombores, acoustic
and electric guitar, piano, Ham-
mond and Rhodes samples.

+44 845 094 1460
www.loopmasters.com
info@loopmasters.com

COMPLETE
NEWS PRODUCTION
SOFTWARE FOR RADIO

Burli is a computer newsroom system
specifically designed for radio with tools
to let you gather, edit. manage, share and
deliver the news.

newswire ingest and management,
including rss and xml feeds

digital audio ingest, editing and
play -to -air

- radio prompter

shared news production across bureaus.
newsrooms. groups

-0 one -click podcasting

fast indexed searching

--+ complete news archive

Burli's reliability, ease -of -use and state-
of-the-art features make it the choice of
both small -market stations and the world's
leading all -news radio operations.

TO FIND OUT HOW BURL! CAN WWII -
FOR YOU...

www.burli.com info@burli.com
+1.604.684.3140
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Flexible gooseneck lamp
Hosa Technology

Hosa-Lite LED: Available in

both BNC and XLR connector -
type models, the Hosa-Lite LED
is a console lamp with a 15 -inch
gooseneck. Ideal for both live
sound and studio environments,
the Hosa-Lite LED console lamp
delivers warm, diffused light that is
bright enough to work by, without
causing eyestrain. It features four
white LEDs and two red LEDs for
accurate color illumination, and
operates at cool temperatures,
facilitating adjustment without the
risk of burning one's fingers. The

Hosa-Lite's flexible gooseneck design offers functionality
wherever a 1 2V BNC or XLR light socket is available.
The Hosa-Lite is durable and features long-lasting LEDs
that make replacing light bulbs n (-1:, tont rn,--inry.

714-736.9270; www.hosatech.com
lee@hosatech.com

SMALL(ER) WONDER

The new AudioScience A5I8921 tuner adapter packs 8 radio tuners into a single
6.6" PCI card. That's half the space (and half the power) of older analog tuner

cards. Keep tabs on up to 8 AM or FM channels simultaneously, including
RDS/RDBS info, all from a single antenna input. Monitor or record in PCM and

MPEG-1 layer2 and MPEG-1 Layer 3 (MP3). Eight not enough? Install up to 8 cards

in one system. Windows XP/Vista and Linux drivers available. To Find out more

about our small wonder, call +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

(111/17M+7,90.000ff www.audioscience.com

4V-2415117".--,

Live performance
condenser mic

Rode
M2: The M2 benefits from Rode's
experience in crafting premium con-
denser microphones for studio, live

and location use. This new microphone
builds on the foundation set by the
award winning Rode S1. Combining
sound quality equal to that of the fines,
studio microphones, the M2 features c
tailored response to reduce feedback
as well as an integrated shock mountin,

system to minimize handling noise.
locking on/off switch located on th,
microphone's body provides the switcl
ing feature required by singers with
self -operated sound systems, and yet
can be locked off when used in larger,
dedicated operator environments.

877-328-7465; www.rodemic.com
usasupport@rodemiccom

THROUGHTHLS
)UTDATED TECHNOLOGY AN 11

1151471111CTAFRE MUM r,

POCK builds and services the most reliable solid state FM transmitters in ere

industry, backed by unparalleled customer service. Our customers enjoy reduced

downtime and lower mantenance costs thanks to PTEK's superior performance

and reliability Our products employ the latest technologies and are built in the

USA at our facility in Sol:on Valley

Serving the Broadcast World

Superior performance and 'viability Made in Om USA Unparalleled customer service

Find as more at wew pleiworfer can
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Find the mic
winner

August issue
Congratulations to

Bir.ga
Alcien

of KBAZ Radio,
Albuquerque, NM.

Her name was drawn from
the correct entries for the
August issue. She won a

Heil PR -20 mic from
Heil Sound.

The mic icon was
to the left of the
speaker inside
the first zero.

WWw.hellSOUnd.COM

No purchase necessary. For complete
rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

NEW PRODUCTS

Ti and IP coded
APT
Worldnet Oslo Updates: This and o multiplexer offers a
modular platform for the delivery of multiple channels of audio,
voice and data over both IP and Ti networks. New for 2008:
plug-in voice modules can combine both telephone and intercom

traffic along with program audio and da-a for networking over
high-speed digital links. The range includes a wideband voice
module with four independent, fully duplex 7.5kHz channels as
well as four -wire E and M and two -wire FXO and FXS modules
for the creation of off -premise
extensions and PBX links.
Available audio modules
include analog, AES/EBU,
simplex, duplex and phase -
matched options with support
for both linear and compressed
audio. One key challenge in the migration to IP-based
audio delivery is the lack of a stable reference clock throughout
an IP network. Worldnet Oslo now offers the option of adding
an AES/EBU exterral synchronization iraput to the IP transport
module. This enables the use of a con-mon audio reference
clock throughout all units on the IP network and ensures the audio

clock of all units is stable to achieve the highest audio quality
possible over the entire network. Single frequency networking
is enabled throughout an IP n

800-955-APTX; www.aptx.com; info@aptx.com

Worried about
translator hijacking?

Keep cheap FM repeaters for satellite radio and MP3 players 'ram overpowering your
translator source with inappropriate content.

With an RD10 RBDS Receiver/Decoder at each translator you can zutomatically mute the
translator if your signal has bee-i iijacked or overcome through at -nospheric skip.

(321) 242-0001

ViaRadA0 www.viaRadio.com
info@viaRadio.com

viaRadio Corpc ration
Specializing in RDS/RBDS soluticns
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Studio monitor
Event Electronics
Opal: A two-way studio monitor, the Opal was designed to overcome what
Event Electronics saw as common deficiencies in other monitors. The result is a
speaker with improved mid -range and transient response, lowered distortion and
controlled noise floor, consistent tonal character as output level increases, and
improved low frequency response and phase response. Each cabinet features
an EX8 woofer with XBL Split Gap Technology, which linearizes the speaker's
impedance while increasing the sensitivity across the mid to high frequencies.
The speaker cone is a combination of paper and long -strand carbon fiber to
provide extreme stiffness and low mass. A metal dome tweeter mounted on an
ellipticol completes tl

805-566-7777; www.event I .com; info@event I .com

More engineers.
More innovations.
More award winning
introductions.

Learn More
at www.nautel.com/expertniore

nautei

LAVRY The new addition to the LavryBlack line!
ENGINEERING The P 0 - f- cision Microphone 'j -amplifier

r r
arum at

IMAM

Nor

MP10

C

DAN

ADIO

* - - 
Go to www.lavryengineering.com for more

information on the LavryGold and LavryBlue lines.

MP10 Stereo Microphone Preamplifier
Ultra low noise and distortion throughout gain range

Impedance matching for Ribbon, Dynamic, & Condenser
20 to 75 dB s of gain in 1dB steps

+48V phantom power switchable per channel

DA10 24 bit Digital to Analog Converter
XLR/RCA/Optical digital inputs, jitter elimination
32-200 kHz operation, discrete headphone amp

AD10 24 bit Analog to Digital Converter
XLR +4 & TRS -10 inputs with 25 dB adjustable gain

XLR/RCA/optical digital outputs, 32-100 kHz operation

Plug directly into newer model Mac computers
with the optical connection!

sales@lavryengmeer ing.corn Tel (360) 598-9757
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Digital audio workstation
Image Line Software
FL Studio 8: FL Studio 8 opens a new chapter in DAW flexibility with the addition of FL Synth Maker,
a FL Studio native version of the plug-in development application Synth Maker. Users can now create
their own virtual instruments, effects and MIDI dashboards, use them in FL Studio and share them with
other Synth Maker users, all without the need to write basic code. FL Synth Maker is included in Pro-
ducer and XXL editions. The Producer and XXL Editions also include Slicex -a powerhouse drum loop
slicer and re -arranging -ool. Slicex uses advanced beat detection algorithms to slice song/percussion

samples into pieces and make them independently playable from the piano roll or controller. Slicex offers playback, reordering of
slices and time -stretching capabilities optimized for drum loops ill the editing power of Edison built right into the plug-in.

+32 9 281 15 33; www.image-line.con; info@image-line.com

O New Model 81030
 LCD Display
- Quick Reading
- Accurate Reading

 100mW-10kW
-Standard Elements
-2 to 2300 MHz

 Watts or dBm
-Microcontroller

 Portable
-Rechargeadle

Rugged
-No Moving Needle

 High Value
-Competitive Price

Coaxial
Dynamics

Tel: 440-243-1100 email: sales@coaxial.com
Fax: 440-243-1101 web: www.coaxial.com

Ii31 actively partners with a number of
quality -focused, results -driven

organizations. Could your c,mpany
benefit by becoming part of his elite

association?

888-830-5648
occollagutecra

Visit us at PCIA
booth #716!

It's a world.
Why not let RSI make yours a little safer?

StrEamCubE
A p-ofessional audio IP codec
for a low price

...can st or Icecast Server and Internet Radio

...can be used for remotes or as studio to transmitter link with a latency below 100ms

...available with analog balanced, unbalanced, AES/EBU and S/P-DIF I/Os

...offers backup streaming, MP3 playback and monitoring by e-mail and SMS

...order your test unit today - www.streamcube.radioube.com
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Studio furniture
Arrakis

Accent Arrakis
has artfully inte-

grated the metal
structure into the vis-

ible design decor of
the cabinetry, creating
an even more durable

and attractive studio. Accent is a con-
temporary blend of brushed metals,
pleasing colors and interesting textures.

Cabinetry and electronic equipment
complement each other in such a way
as to create a bold visual environment
for talent, guests, and clients alike. Ac-
cent is available in standard models as
well as custom configurations.

970-461-0730
www.arrakis-systems.com
sales@arrakis-systems.com

USB stereo condenser mic
MXL Microphones
USB.007: Designed with ease -of -use as a
high priority, the new USB.007 features two
gold diaphragm capsules with an X/Y pick-up
pattern. Unlike most condenser microphones,
however, the USB.007 is a USB instrument that
connects directly to a computer without the need
for external mic preamps. Now, anyone requiring
high quality, professional sound on their computer
can record music or dialog by simply connecting
to a standard USB port. Featuring support for
USB 1 .1 and 2.0, this exceptionally easy -to-

use microphone even includes gain adjustment
settings via the built-in three position attenuation
switch. The microphone is optimized for capturing
a wide range of musical performances-both
vocal and instrumental.

800-800-6608; www.mxImics.com
sales@mxlmics.com

3-DRX
CM Cm/NISI/ 1. 120111.1.,11, DC W1'

SWI

;roil 11

3- CONIC
Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.

Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable
IMETITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES 800.806.8851 WWW.TITUSIAIIS.COM

.A11

tot .

7,006
/01

internet Studios

...We build Radio Stations
* Total Documentation as part of the design process

* We supply prod _xis from the most popular manufacturers

# Stock & Custorr furniture available

* Studios can be ouilt on -site or prebuilt in our facility and

delivered ready to play. We can help.

1E1111A7 I ULTIMEOM irn
www.sierramultimedia.com

(479) 876-7250
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UPGRADES and UPDATES
Digigram has licensed the Fraunhofer
AAC audio codec and all its variations.
Digigram was already meeting the
mandatory requirements of the N/ACIP
standard for IP audio, but with -.he
additijnal AAC codecs the company
can further enhance its products.
(www.digigram.com).. Izotope is now
Shipp ng its ANR-B Adaptive Real-time
Noise Reduction Unit. The ANR-B uses
Izotope's noise -eduction technology
to intelligently identify and suppress
environmental broadband noise, hum,
phone line artifacts and other noise
sources from audio feeds..
(www.izotope.com) ..Steinberg has
released an upcate to its Nuendo 4
system. Nuendo 4.2.2 includes a range
of improvements to enharce stability,
and several workflow enhancements.
(www.steinberg.net).. The Zaxcom
Deva Mix -8 mixing control panel will
ship in October 2008 The Deva Mix -8
integrates direcly with the company's
Deva and Fusion audio recording
systems. (www.zaxcom.com)

NEW PRODUCTS

Digital live mixing system
Mackie
TT System 32: The U Sys-
tem 32 Digital Live Mix-
ing System includes
the 724 digital live
console, DS3232
digital snake and
the U100 network-
ing card. The system
combines Mackie's 724 digital live sound console with the
DS3232 digital snake and everything needed to connect
the two for a complete, plug -and -play digital live mixing
system. U System 32 provides stage -to -console connectivity
via the DS3232 digital snake with 32x32 analog I/O,
32 ultra high -quality Mackie mic preamps, and complete
remote recall and control of all preamp settings (gain, pad,
phantom power) all through a single CAT -5 cable (up to
300'). A total DSP package (gate, compressor and EQ) is
available for all 32 input channels. The U System3 2 includes
a U-100 Network Card and 100" shielded CAT -5 cable for
out -of -the -box miyina conclhilini in mere moments.

800-898-3211; www.mackie.com
productinfo@mackie.com
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Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions

"41111111
OXISVOL

MX18E List S8,600

DYNAMAX consoles have been a
reliable product for sma Ito medium

sired Radio Stations since 1991.

 i to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 1 Output Buss (two S-ereo
and two Mono)

 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inpirs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

215-547-2570 DYNAMAXSANDIES
www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES

available!

MX8L List 55,200

MX12L List $6,300 ,

SAM
Log

aB

vAvg

FM Hi9_,Transmitter Sites

INBW

We build Radio

Span 1

Sweep '

Station.
Site Planning & Project Management

System Design. Documentation. Installation & Testing

AM & FM Measurement including Annual AM NRSC

AM & FM HD Setup. Certification and Re -Certification

Is your station still compliant? We can help.

1E1111z7 1 LILTIMEDM,
www.sierramultimedia.com

C479) 876-7250
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For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professional recording studios. we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams fiberglass panels. diffusers. bass
and corner taps. vibration control. acoustical wall fabrics. ceiling tiles.
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free I.888-765-2900
Web: http://www acousticsfirst.con

Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X-10008
Bring major market sound to
sour radio station with the dual,

ot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules
capable of 150% modulation in
Armstrong T-ansmitter's X -1000B,
(1KW HD 8 DFM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
ac vances, X -1000B offers high
reliability and built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
in- proving your sound and reliability.
Call us today!

A ARMSTRONG
ilkTRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtx.rom A www.armstrongtx.rom

NEW PRODUCTS

Nlicifield monitor
Klein + Hummel
0 410: The 0 410 midfield moni-
tor is designed specifically for use in
music, broadcast and post -production
studios for tracking,
mixing and master-
ing. The 0 410 is
a tri-amplified three-
way loudspeaker,
featuring magneti-
cally shielded driv-
ers: 10 -inch bass,
three-inch soft dome
midrange and one -
inch tweeter. The
drivers are powered
respectively by 340, 160, and 180W
hybrid class A -B amplifiers. The cabinet
accommodates an optional grille and
an extensive set of accessories for a
multitude of installation and mounting
possibilities. Various input options al-
low the 0 410 to H any
source equipment

+49 711 45 89 30
www.klein-hummel.de
sales@klein-hummel.de

Twin microphone
Sennheiser Electronic

MKH 800: Based on
Sennheiser's MKH 800,
the MKH 800 Twin of-

fers polar pattern
switching after the
recording session.
he MKH 800 Twin

can be thought of
as a multi -pattern

microphone without the
pattern switches. It is

equipped with both front
and back capsule outputs.
In a standard multi -pattern
mic, the pattern of the mic is

derived by adding and sub-
tracting the back capsule.
Because of the MKH 800

Twin's dual outputs, recordists can simply

plug both of these capsules into a DAW
or recorder and create the pattern desired
during mix -down. The Twin is ideal for
broadcastirn ' r,eld recording.

860-434-9190
www.sennheiserusa.com
lit@sennheiserusa.com
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Broadcast Software
Radio Automation

Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

1.0

Yaw Mom Okra

4.0. W...
a.,.4

.81
10.1

ma,

UN 

an.

Vase
.W.

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Instant Audio

 41111111M11111111111MMIIIM
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Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audio files

1-888-274-8721
www.bsiusa.com

Digital Cart Player

mom

..1"111.1.1.1.1.1.1111
WaveCart - the original
on -screen cart machine

Full PC Systems

Complete PC systems -
with iardware and music

Music Library

MusicStore - thousands of
ready to play (tagged) songs

AucioScience - built for
broaccast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 1 I th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control

ESSI
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ATI
Digital audio distribution amplifiers
ATI Group
Series 2: There are four new DDA models, all featuring

2kHz sample rates and 24 -bit resolution. All units
have switchable re -clocking, giving users the option to correct for high jitter input signals, or to pass coded
Surround signals without interference. All units have front panel selectable dual inputs and input loop -through
with switchable termination. All units display input sample rate, word length, digital errors and pro/consumer
mode to enable rapid confidence checks and troubleshooting. All units provide automatic equalization for
long input lines and have a front panel control lock to protect user configuration settings. Models include: DDA-
106XLR, DDA-106BNC, DDA-212XLR and DDA-212BNC. Duboed Series 2, these new high-performance
units bear the ATI Digital Audio logo and draw on Day Sequerra engineering expertise.

800-922.8001; www.atiaudio.com; sales@atiaudio.com

Numbered rack rail
Middle Atlantic Products

RLA Series: This numbered rack rail allows easy
equipment alignment, which saves time by simplifying
product installation. The RLA Series aluminum 2 -post
open frame racks are EIA/TIA-compliant and avail-
able in heights of 45 and 51 rack units. The RLA
Series racks feature 15 -inch deep bases constructed
of sturdy quarter -inch thick aluminum, which include

precut holes and screws for secure floor mounting. This makes
it suitable for applications that rrr1I rP tough racks with hefty
weight capacity.

973-839-1011; www.middleatlantic.com
sales@middleatlantic.com
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DA79.5 Digital
Audio Analyzer

CIA 7116

Now You
Can Solve

Digital Audio
Problems!

We Can Help!
1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm

Digital audio delivery service
Yangaroo
DMDS: DMDS is a digital file transfer system
that was expressly developed to streamline radio
promotion activities for the music industry. DMDS
delivers broadcast -quality music tracks, together
with related promo materials, directly to media
outlets anywhere in a quick, secure and inexpen-
sive way. An added benefit is that the service
eliminates a great deal of the waste of packag-
ing and shipping from the traditional method of
distributing physical copies of

905-763-3553; www.musicrypt.com

Tower Lighting
Ufa I la

'Discount Cod I

051408 Itolk

www.strobefech.com

Maintenance Repair
31) 648-8414

SONIFEX
Do You Give A **** About Bad
Language On Your Station Output?
Then you need a Sonifex Redbox RB-PD2 St-?reo
Profanity Delay

Up to 55 seconds of delay available in user defined
dump segments.

 Automatic delay creation ramp -up and ramp -down algorithms.
Flashcard slot for dump playback of jingles.
Full remote and serial control.

125". AES CONVENTION

Visit our website for details:
www.sonifex.co.uk/redbox

Ra:PP2.

AES 125, Moscone
Centre. San Francisco
3-5 October 2008
Come and see us at

Stand: 419

AAA .1

INDEPENDENT AUDIO

T: 207 773 2424
E: infoeindependentaudio.com
wwwindependentaudio.com
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GALLERY

Top Newsrooms Have It.
Yours can too!

The NM -250 MKII with optional USB interface is
quickly becoming an industry standard. Add our RM-35 Rack

Monitor and AS -428 Scanning / Dual mode Audio Switcher and
you'll have the TOP Newsroom workstation solution at a price

your GM will love.

Contact your dealer to see how affordable
the TOP solution is!

 IN IN. e_ 6.!
NM -250 MKII

RM-35
Stereo Rack Monitor

111111111111111111111
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101111=11111=111M AS -428
Audio Stancher

www.uixolisystems.com
En)

Systems.

11-1-21VINIRAIKP
BROADCAST FURNITURE
Cu:tom Image R( om Furniture

I orce 36 MI'

Why Comnirax?
 Excellent collaborative custom design ability,

sc you get exactly whit you want
INI Unique combination of style, functionality

and ergonomics
MI Fanatical attention to detail
al 15 years of experience
 10096 satisfaction gua-anteed

P O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

WWW. mnir ax -coin infta@ctrrinirax.ccom

kvi-0

VOCALBOOTH.comT
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

"IT'S A HEAVENLY SANCTUARY"
KIKU COLLINS - ON HER 4 x 6 GOLD SERIES
GRAMMY NOMINATED ARTIST

4 x 6 GOLD SERIES
W/ FOAM & HARDWOOD PLODS

WWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM
866-330-6045

1 KW

1KW
2 KW
3 KW
5 KW
7+HD
7+HD
10 KW
10 KW

10 KW

14+5 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

1KW
5KW
5KW
5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW

,Transcom
orporation

Fine Used AM 8 FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2007 Crown FM1000A (new), solid state
2007 Crown FM1000E (new), solid state
2007 Crown FM2000E (new), solid state
1996 Henry 3000D-95, single phase
2000 Continental 815C, solid state
2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
2005 Harris Z16HDC 180C, solid state
2001 CCA 10.10006, single phase
1986 Continental 816R -1A
2001 Henry 10.000D-95
2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
1989 Continental 816R-38
1988 BE FM30A
1986 BE FM35A
1982 Harris Combiner w/auto

exciter -transmitter switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1996 Continental 314D, solid state
1982 Harris MW5A
1987 Harris MWSB
1988 Harris SX5A, single phase
1983 Nautel Ampfet 10, solid state
1985 Continental 316F
2000 Nautel XL12, solid state

EXCITERS
*New* 30 W synthesized exciters
Used Harris Digit Exciter

NEW Tv TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
TV STL

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Denon 720R cassette, NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA
s -phase
Marti STL 10 System
Marti STL 15 System

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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GALLERY
Swiss Army KrtifF of
REmofF Broadcasting!!!

IMONIIIA rtprolt *Wimp. X
2110 "'0"..

MicTEI - Mic 'Ling to Telephone Interface
Di Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular

phone or balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

1> Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

User-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

D External power input with battery backup.

t Individual gain controls for send, receive and phones

Get info on this 6
otner grEat remote -
products a; wwvv.circuitwerkes.con.

MOORETRONIX
RROADCAST E INDUSTRIA( TIFCTROTslii

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors. pins and
instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, i: arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation forms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

III fahfct ye fm
PO Box 386 Lancastertfr 14086

1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

Website `Fsww.&n&refrry.corn" Email "prori7470n&refm.com"

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

GET ON-THE-RIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V 50W RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

Mom THE ORIGINAL..
"STATION -11.11 -BOX"

Since the introduction of our
Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box" from Ramsey!

riaey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, LLC
590 Fishers Station Owe, Virtu, NY t4564
ROO 446 229S 585 924 4560

www.ramseybroadcast.com
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fillevestigatoV
Now included:

3 -second USGS Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenna Structure Registry Database
One set of National Geographic TORO, Maps

Things are no longer locked together. With
multiple monitors, move the job control, station
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen
then, expand the map
to full size on another.
The map is now a
resizable rectangle.

It is easier than ever
to keep your clients
informed or to create
your FCC engineering
exhibits. Just create the contours and show
the cities put some labels and arrows on to
identify everything. save map to clipboard,
and paste it into your word processing program.
You can also export the contours as KML files
to display on Google Earth.

Our White/Gray tool is the latest development
in the program We try to give our clients the
tools they need and have requested.

rfSoftware, Inc.
: Ils ogintsrtng tools

elvAvw.rfsoftware.com

452367-1700

nott d tsrmi "lineal& V111

Phone 505-327-56Ur=te.- . has 50S -32S-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www. nottltd. corn
info@nottltd. corn

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longiey Rice in Pawns Using Terrain 3D "

Prote-, onal software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM. ITU-R P 1546-1,
PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3TM

4Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderm'
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocat ons studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 21u

4Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3Drm

VS The leader in broadcast
COMMUNICATNSOIO engneenng consulting`-''.."a"*.
11 Y.... La...my software

oft

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

fsl

Pro
rn

II

1.1J

0
0
z
Ell

60
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DA795 Digital
Audio Analyzer

Now You
Can Solve

Digital Audio
Problems!

We Can Help!
1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm

GOT ENDEC?
We've Got:

J Endec Pik* Paper
CEM thermal paper in 9 meter rolls. 10 to
the package. That's 300/0 more than the
standard roll and it fits fine. Less paper
changes!
Only $25.00 for the 10 Pack + shipping

141116
,... OEM printer modules with step-

by-step installation instructions.
Takes just minutes to change!

Only S57.00 + shipping

Replacement Printers

Replacement Pow Supplies

1
Heavy duty high quality switching
replacement power supplies
Keep a spare handy.
Only $41.95 + shipping

and much, much more
For pricing and details on these
and other innovative products

for the broadcaster, call us or visit
us on the web at:

vAwdmengineering.com

2174 Chandler St. Camarillo. CA 93010
805-987-7881 800-249-0487

ransmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E

ri @rfparts.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

71Acoustics First
888.765-2900

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Noise^
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

HELP WANTED

RARE OPPORTUNITY
Greater Media's North Jersey stations, WMTR,
WDHA and VVWTR are seeking a full time chief
engineer. This is an opportunity to join one
of the best privately held companies in the

business with a strong commitment to excellence

in engineering. Experience with AM DA's and
Audiovault automation a plus. Full benefit pack-
age including pension plan and 401k. This
is an ideal opportunity for an engineer with
several years of experience to join an outs-
tanding organization with realistic expecta-
tions as to workload. Greater Media is an equal
opportunity employer. Please contact Keith

Smeal, DTO, Greater Media, NJ ksmeal@
greatermedianj.com.

Get your own copy!
Each month. the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Rad/
7.4. TI .4.10100

To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc=m6007

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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This month:
Field Report, page 44
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Host, Sirius
Satellite Radio

radio per sot laity on
Sirius Satellite Radio's
Bluegrass channel.
He has been teaching
and playing bluegrass
banjo for more than 25
years, having been part

of Paul Adkins' Borderline Band, Radio
Flyer, the Gary Ferguson Band, and the
Rarely Herd. Now residing in Nashville,
TN, he is the banjoist for Chris Jones
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadloMagOnline.com

That was then
These photos come from Dino Corbin who has been in radio and television for

35 years. The photos are of some broadcast pioneers from the West Coast. Dino
writes, "KHSL 1290 and KHSL IV 12 were the first commercial stations in Northern
California, owned by Golden Empire Broadcasting."

Russ Pope was the VP/chief engineer for Golden Empire Broadcasting, owned by
Mickey McClung one of the industry's very first female owners. She owned KYOS
in Merced, CA, KHSL in Chico, CA, and KVCV in Redding, CA. In this picture Russ
is adjusting the antenna on the news car in preparation for a live report circa late
1940s. In 1953 they put the first TV station on the air in Northern California: KHSL
12, a CBS affiliate. McClung owned both the radio and TV

stations until the mid 1990s.

Frank McDonald (right) was the
Host of Paris Startime during VVVVII.

The show was heard on stations all
over America and Europe. He was also on CBS Playhouse 90 in the early

days of television. Frank was the morning show DJ at KHSL 1290. Here he is
interviewing a client during a remote broadcast in Chico at the remote Kahisle

Bug studio from the 1960s.

Sample and Hold
How many people are in your

engineering department?
Every year our Salary Survey rolls around and we are always

sure we'll hear about one thing: A lot of you feel overworked.
Data doesn't lie, so here are our statistics from 2008 on how
many staff members respondants are working with. Feel this
data is misrepresenting your field? Get involved and respond
to our survey next year! And in case you missed it, check out
more coverage of this year's report on page 34.

Four
to Five
1 1 .9%

Three
1 1.6%

One
37.4%

Two
27.2%

Source: Radio magazine 2008 Salary Survey

Bob Gheller
was the
KHSL Radio
1290 station

manager in
the Sixties and
Seventies. He
hired Dino.

Here he is with the "Kahisle Bug" (KHSL) promotion
vehicle at the Silver Dollar Fair Grounds in Chico.

Tommy Nelson was one
of the original announcers

at KHSL Radio and later
for KHSL-TV. He served

for more than 30 years at
KHSL. In retirement, through

a program at California
State University, Chico, he

converted books to audio for
the blind. In the foreground

of this 1930s photo is the
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Ethernet Audio Done Right
EJz

MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

SQUAREs are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are dcne in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
-it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E -SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic aid signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on a third party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol

eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E -SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!

Studio 1

E -SERIES
control surface

0 ililiiiilli11111

88D I/O: 8 digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter
any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you a'l the intormation you need about your audio and
system configuration. And oecause you can operate in either 8 -channel
stereo or 16 -channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

88A I/0: 8 analog inputs and outputs. You can bring a new SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X -Y control.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

88AD I/O: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs-perfect for small
studios or standalone routing.

111111111iii
VillOMilmir wegritippipplur.ammits-as-,

88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E- has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
RJ-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUARES have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

STUDIOS !DONE EASY!
digital engine

8x8 I/O

16x16 I/O

sta idard
layer 3

Ethernet
switch

8x8 I/O

digital engine
>1=1111111111111111.1111<-

8x8 I/O

1110-"tioctrecitirmawww.wheatstone.com



AIR WARRIOR

A modern air warrior needs all of the power and control he can
muster to bring to the battle. When it's you against the other guy,
the VORSIS AP-2000 has it ALL.
NOT AN ACE YET? The AP-2000 comes preloaded with over 70

presets tuned to do battle. Try a test flight with the latest VORSIS
31 -band digital processor-andjoin the broadcast elite!
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